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GLOSSARY

Corsica	 Corsica	Developments	Inc.,	purchaser	of	the	David	Dunlap	Observatory	
property from the University of Toronto

Corsica	Development	 The	proposed	residential	development	on	approximately	30	hectares	of	the	
David	Dunlap	Observatory	property	proposed	under	a	plan	of	subdivision	
submitted	by	Corsica	to	the	Town.

DDO	Lands			 The	study	area	for	the	Master	Plan,	consisting	of	the	portion	of	David	Dun-
lap	Observatory	property	to	be	transferred	to	the	Town	by	Corsica	under	the	
Minutes	of	Settlement,	the	Panhandle	Lands,	and	the	Heritage	Buildings.

Heritage	Buildings	 The	Observatory,	the	Administration	Building,	Donalda	Drive,	the	Obser-
vatory parking lot, Elms Lea and associated land shown on Figure 1, all of 
which	remain	owned	by	Corsica	under	the	the	Minutes	of	Settlement.

Master	Plan	 The	Master	Plan	to	be	developed	for	the	DDO	Lands.

Minutes	of	Settlement	 The	Minutes	of	Settlement	between	Corsica,	the	Town,	the	Toronto	and	
Region	Conservation	Authority,	the	Regional	Municipality	of	York	and	the	
David	Dunlap	Observatory	Defenders	Inc.	under	which,	among	other	things,	
Corica is to transfer 37.6 hectares of land to the Town which comprise the 
majority of the DDO Lands.

Observatory	 The	David	Dunlap	Observatory,	the	Administration	Building,	Donalda	Drive,	
the parking lot and associated land.

Panhandle	Lands	 4.9	hectares	of	land	located	south	of	the	main	David	Dunlap	Observatory	
property	and	fronting	onto	16th	Avenue,	as	shown	on	Figure	1.			The	Pan-
handle	Lands	are	owned	by	the	Town.

Town	 The	Corporation	of	the	Town	of	Richmond	Hill
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

 � The	David	Dunlap	Observatory	property	comprises	an	area	of	76.5	hectares	(189	acres)	bordered	by	
Weldrick Avenue to the north, Bayview Avenue to the east, 16th Avenue to the south and the CN rail 
tracks to the west. 

 � The	Observatory	opened	in	1935,	a	gift	to	the	University	of	Toronto	by	Jessie	Donalda	Dunlap	as	a	
memorial	to	her	husband	David	Alexander	Dunlap.		The	Observatory	operated	as	a	research	centre	of	
the	Department	of	Astronomy	and	Astrophysics	and	has	also	carried	out	public	education	and	teaching	
programs. 

 � In	June	2008,	the	University	of	Toronto	sold	the	property	to	Corsica	Developments	Inc.		The	sale	and	
subsequent	development	proposal	by	Corsica	caused	concern	in	the	community,	and	the	Town	passed	a	
heritage	designation	by-law	in	September	of	2009	with	the	aim	of	protecting	the	features	on	the	proper-
ty	which	are	of	cultural	heritage	significance.		Corsica’s	development	proposal,	and	the	response	by	the	
community	and	the	Town,	led	to	an	agreement	(Minutes	of	Settlement)	under	which	Corsica	has	agreed	
to transfer approximately half of the property to the Town for the purposes of preserving those lands for 
public	use.		A	portion	of	this	property,	the	Panhandle	Lands,	was	purchased	by	the	Town	from	Corsica	in	
2012.	The	Heritage	Buildings,	comprised	of	the	Observatory,	Elms	Lea	farmhouse	and	certain	associated	
lands	shown	on	Figure	1,	are	not	being	transferred	to	the	Town	under	the	Minutes	of	Settlement,	but	
nothing	in	the	settlement	prevents	a	future	transfer.		A	detailed	description	of	this	background	and	the	
settlement	with	Corsica	is	set	out	in	Appendix	A	-	Legal	&	Planning	Context.

1.2 Purpose of this Report

 � The	transfer	of	a	portion	of	the	David	Dunlap	Observatory	property	to	the	Town	will	allow	the	creation	
of	a	major	public	green	space	in	a	key	area	of	Richmond	Hill.			To	ensure	that	this	new	public	space,	(re-
ferred to in this report as the “DDO Lands”) is designed, restored, programmed, and operated in a man-
ner	that	reflects	the	input	and	best	interests	of	the	community,	the	Town	is	developing	a	Master	Plan	for	
the DDO Lands.  

 � This	report	is	the	culmination	of	Phase	1	of	the	Master	Plan	process.		It	outlines	a	number	of	princples	
and	options	for	the	DDO	Lands	derived	from	a	number	of	sources,	including	the	relevant	planning	con-
text, a detailed site inventory, a review of precedent sites and, most importantly, extensive community 
consultation.		In	Phase	2	of	the	Master	Plan	process,	the	principles	in	this	report	will	be	reviewed	by	
Town	staff,	Council	and	the	community	and	the	feedback	will	result	in	the	final	Master	Plan.

1.3 Study Area

 � The	DDO	Lands	site	boundary	for	the	purposes	of	this	report	and	the	Master	Plan	is	shown	in	Figure	1.		
The DDO Lands are 44.9 hectares (110 acres) in total size.  The diagram in Figure 1 also shows the area 
of the proposed new Corsica Development.

 � The	DDO	Lands	include	the	Panhandle	Lands	purchased	by	the	Town	in	2012	and	the	property	still	to	be	
transferred	by	Corsica	to	the	Town	under	the	Minutes	of	Settlement.		Although	still	owned	by	Corsica,	
the Heritage Buildings shown on Figure 1 are considered part of the DDO Lands for the purposes of 
this	report,	as	the	Master	Plan	will	include	recommendations	for	their	restoration	and	use	that	may	be	
implemented through future purchase, lease or other arrangement.

Figure 1 - DDO Lands Study 
Area:  As shown in the dia-
gram, the DDO Lands Study 
Area includes 37.6 hectares of 
the	David	Dunlap	Observatory	
Lands	to	be	transferred	from	
Corsica and the Panhandle 
Lands	already	owned	by	the	
Town. | The Heritage Buildings 
remain	owned	by	Corsica	but	
are included in the Study Area. 
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2. CONTEXT FOR PRINCIPLES & OPTIONS

2.1 Legal & Planning Context

 � The	principles	and	options	contained	in	this	report	reflect	the	legal	and	planning	context	relevant	to	the	
DDO	Lands.		This	context	includes	site-specific	legal,	regulatory	and	planning	documents,	such	as	the	
Heritage	Designation	By-law,	the	Conservation	Management	Plan	and	the	Minutes	of	Settlement.		It	also	
includes	applicable	Town	and	Regional	planning	documents,	including	the	Parks	Plan,	the	Recreation	
Plan,	the	Cultural	Plan,	the	Urban	MESP,	and	both	the	Town’s	and	York	Region’s	Pedestrian	and	Cycling	
Master Plan.  A review of all of this material, and the key points they raise for this report and the Master 
Plan, is set out in Appendix A - Legal & Planning Context.

2.2 Site Inventory

 � A full inventory of the DDO Lands and its surroundings was undertaken in order to develop the principles 
and	options	set	out	in	this	report.	This	inventory	includes:

 � Surrounding Uses

 � Site Access Points

 � Roads & Transit

 � Bicycle Routes & Trails

 � Buildings & Parking

 � Typography & Hydrology

 � Vegetation

 � Wildlife

 � Views

 � Archaeology

The details of this inventory, and the key points they raise for this report and the Master Plan, are set 
out in Appendix B - Site Inventory.

Figure 2 - Site Inventory Examples:  
(From	top):		Site	vegetation,	which	
has	been	divided	into	five	catego-
ries	|	Transit	connections	to	the	

DDO Lands | Site hydrology, which 
includes	waterbodies,	flooding	

area	and	drainage	patterns.
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Figure 3 - Precedent Sites: (Clockwise from top):  
Stanley	Park,	Vancouver	|	East	Humber	Trail,	Rich-
mond Hill | Playground, New York Hall of Science | 
Lake Wilcox Promenade, Richmond Hill | Hampstead 
Heath, London | Mont-Evrin Park, Montevrain, 
France | Central Park, New York City. 

2.3 Precedent Sites

 � The	process	of	developing	the	principles	and	options	in	this	report	included	a	review	of	dozens	of	major	
parks,	natural	reserves,	playgrounds,	heritage	properties,	gardens	and	other	public	spaces	identified	as	
successful	in	terms	of	attracting	and	engaging	users.		This	review	is	set	out	in	Appendix	C	-	Precedent	
Sites.

2.3.1 Nine Principles of Great Parks

 � Review	of	the	precedent	sites	underlines	certain	key	principles	of	great	parks	and	public	spaces.		These	
nine	principles,	adapted	from	those	published	by	the	non-profit	group	Project	for	Public	Spaces,	are	set	
out	below.

Nine Principles Of Great Parks

1.  IMAGE AND IDENTITY

 � Recognized	identity	that	helps	define	community

2.  ATTRACTIONS AND DESTINATIONS

 � Power	of	10	-	10	attractions	with	10	things	to	do	will	fully	program	a	park

3.  AMENITIES

 � Must	have	amenities	that	make	it	comfortable	and	convenient	to	use

4.  FLEXIBLE DESIGN

 � Park	requirements	change	over	time,	seasons	-	design	must	be	able	to	accommodate	chang-
es easily

5.  SEASONAL STRATEGY

 � Must	have	strategy	to	be	used	in	all	seasons	-	especially	in	winter

6.  ACCESS

 � Must	be	easy	to	get	to	by	multiple	modes	of	transportation

7.  INNER PARK AND OUTER PARK

 � Outer	ring	of	park	should	establish	connections	that	draw	people	into	inner	park

8.  EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT

 � Must	be	well-managed	and	benefit	from	ongoing	programming	-	few	successful	examples	
without community involvement

9. DIVERSE FUNDING SOURCES

 � Successful	parks	typically	require	resources	beyond	budget	of	local	government	-	need	di-
verse funding
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 �

Figure 4 - Aerial View of Greenwich Park

2.3.2 Case Study:  Greenwich Park

 � Greenwich Park is a 74-hectare (180 acre) park located in southeast London.  It is one of eight Royal 
Parks	in	London,	bordered	on	the	north	by	a	large	palace,	the	Queen’s	House.		The	park	hosts	the	
Prime	Meridian	Line	and	the	Royal	Observatory	as	well	as	being	part	of	the	Greenwich	Maritime	
World	Heritage	Site,	home	to	The	National	Maritime	Museum	and	Old	Royal	Naval	College.

 � Greenwich	Park	is	a	successful	park,	attracting	both	London	residents	and	tourists.		It	is	consistently	
rated	as	one	of	London’s	best	parks	and	attractions.

 � Greenwich Park is a good model for the DDO Lands, as it features:

 � a	historic	observatory	that	has	been	augmented	with	a	small,	modern	planetarium

 � other	historical	buildings	(Naval	Academy,	Queen’s	House)	that	attract	visitors	and	provide	di-
verse programming

 � active	programming	(Tennis	Centre,	cricket	pitch,	playground)	that	is	located	in	peripheral	areas	
to	integrate	appropriately	with	heritage	buildings	and	views	(however,	the	recently	built	Eques-
trian Centre is not well-integrated)

 � a varied landscape that includes naturalized areas (Deer Park), lawns and several formal gardens

 � a Friends of Greenwich Park community group that provides supplementary programming, pro-
motion,	maintenance	and	improvements

 � the	Royal	Parks	Foundation,	a	registered	charity	that	raises	money	for	park	costs

Figure 5 - Greenwich Park: (clockwise from 
top):	View	to	Queen’s	House	-	the	addition	of	
the	Equestrian	Centre	for	the	Olympics	(not	
shown) alters this view and was controver-

sial.| Tennis Centre| The modern design of the 
small planetarium complements the heritage 

buildings	|	Royal	Observatory	Complex	

Playground

Deer Run

Naval College

Tennis Centre

Royal	Observatory

Cricket Pitch

Queen’s	House
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3. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

3.1 Introduction

 � Community	engagement	is	a	fundamental	part	of	the	Master	Plan	process.		It	has	been	designed	to	
provide	a	range	of	opportunities	for	diverse	members	of	the	Richmond	Hill	public	to	contribute	ideas	
and	identify	priorities	for	the	planning	of	the	DDO	Lands.			It	is	also	intended	to	attract	the	interest	and	
involvement	of	potential	programming	partners.

3.2 Process

 � Figure 4 summarizes the community engagement process, which is aligned with the two main phases of 
the Master Plan process.  Phase 1 of the Master Plan process, the development of principles and op-
tions,	is	now	complete	and	reflected	in	this	report.		The	focus	of	the	community	engagement	process	
during	Phase	1	was	the	introduction	of	the	Master	Plan	process	to	the	community	and	the	receiving	of	
ideas.  The main components, as shown in Figure 4, were the community Visioning Session, a Vision-
ing	Survey,	a	series	of	workshops	targeting	different	groups	and	demographics,	and	interviews	with	key	
stakeholders.			A	full	report	on	all	community	consultation	events	is	attached	to	this	report	as	Appendix	
C - Community Engagement.

 � During	the	Phase	2	of	the	Master	Plan	process,	the	focus	of	the	community	engagement	process	will	be	
on	prioritizing	the	options	and	ideas	identified	in	order	to	develop	a	draft	Master	Plan,	and	providing	
comments	on	the	draft	Master	Plan	in	order	to	develop	the	final	Master	Plan	for	approval.			Main	com-
ponents,	as	shown	in	Figure	4,	will	be	an	Community	Options	Workshop,	an	Options	Survey,	key	stake-
holder	consultation,	a	draft	Master	Plan	Open	House	and	an	online	comment	period.

 � Community	consultation	is	supported	by	a	communications	plan	designed	to	raise	awareness	of,	pro-
mote	participation	in,	and	report	progress	on	the	Master	Plan	process.			Refer	to	Appendix	C.

Figure 6 - Summary of Community Engagement Process
Figure 7 - Community Engagement:	(clockwise	from	top	right)	-	Visioning	Session	|	Town	staff	and	consultants	meeting	on-
site	|	Consultation	at	McConaghy	Senior	Centre	|	Master	Plan	sketch	from	Town	Staff	Roundtable.

Engagement Phase 1A
Visioning / Launch

June 2014

Engagement Phase 1B 
Workshops/Survey

Sept-Nov 2014

Engagement Phase 2A 
Workshops/Survey

Mar-Apr 2015

Engagement Phase 2B
Open House

May-June 2015

Components:
  Cultural Council Work-
shop

Seniors Centre Workshop
Youth Comm. Workshop
Library Workshop
Stakeholder Interviews
Staff Roundtable
Visioning Survey

Supporting	Tool	Kit:
  Facilitated Discussion
  Online Survey
  Communications Updates

Components:
Options Workshop
Stakeholder Consultation
Options Survey

Supporting	Tool	Kit:
  Facilitated Discussion

Comment Panels
  Online Survey

Communications Updates

Components:
Draft Master Plan Open 
House
Online Comment Period

Supporting	Tool	Kit:
  Comment Panels

Online Comment Page
  Communications Updates

Component:
  Visioning Session

Supporting	Tool	Kit:
Webpage Launch
DDO Wordmark

  Dotmocracy Panels

RECEIVING
IDEAS

INTRODUCING
IDEAS

PHASE 1 - PRINCIPLES & OPTIONS PHASE 1 - MASTER PLAN

PRIORITIZING IDEAS EXPRESSING
IDEAS

“The DDO Lands are important. 
There are many ways they can 
be	 used	 -	 an	 astronomy	 cam-
pus, a planetarium, an area 
where	 wildlife	 is	 abundant,	 a	
gathering place for residents. 
The	 possibilities	 are	 endless.	
But	the	heritage	must	never	be	
lost.”

“The telescope should remain 
the principle focus. Having an 
educational	area	for	astronomy	
would	be	an	incredible	learning	
tool for our young people.”

“I would like to use the grounds 
for the enjoyment of nature 
-	 walking,	 biking,	 running	 on	
beautiful	 trails.	 That	 would	 be	
heaven for me.  Thanks.”
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3.3 Phase 1 Community Engagement - Key Points

 � In total, over 475 persons provided input during Phase 1 of the Master Plan process, including 319 per-
sons	completing	the	Visioning	Survey	and	over	150	persons	participating	in	the	14	workshops,	consulta-
tions	or	interviews.			For	a	complete	report	on	the	Phase	1	community	engagement	feedback,	refer	to	
Appendix	C.		The	key	points	raised	are	set	out	below.

Phase 1 Community Engagement - Key Points

 � The	natural	elements	of	the	DDO	Lands	should	be	preserved	and	enhanced	so	they	may	be	
experienced	responsibly	by	users.		This	does	not	preclude	other	uses	on	the	site,	but	the	DDO	
Lands	should	be	planned	to	limit	the	extent	and	impact	of	these	uses	on	the	site’s	natural	fea-
tures.

 � It	is	the	Observatory,	above	all	else,	that	makes	the	DDO	Lands	a	special	site.		The	design,	resto-
ration,	programming	and	operation	of	the	site	must	reflect	the	central	importance	of	the	Obser-
vatory.

 � The	various	heritage	and	natural	assets	of	the	DDO	Lands,	particularly	the	Observatory,	have	
enormous	educational	value	and	should	be	used	to	provide	teaching	and	outreach	to	learners	
of all ages.

 � Certain	key	facilities	should	be	incorporated	into	the	DDO	Lands:	

 � A	system	of	multi-use	trails	that	allows	users	of	all	abilities	to	walk,	run,	cycle	and	ski	through	
the	site	and	to	connect	to	roads,	trails	and	green	spaces	beyond	the	site

 � A	pedestrian	and	bicycle	bridge	over	the	VIA	rail	line	at	Observatory	Lane	to	connect	the	DDO	
Lands directly to Yonge Street

 � An	significant	entrance	at	16th	Avenue	for	access	and	to	provide	a	presence	for	the	DDO	
Lands on a major thoroughfare

 � Additional	parking,	which	should	be	located	within	the	Panhandle	portion	of	the	DDO	Lands

 � A small outdoor amphitheater to provide a venue for cultural events and events related to 
the	Observatory

 � Picnic areas for groups of various sizes

 � One	or	more	non-traditional	playgrounds,	based	on	science,	astronomy	or	nature

 � Sports	facilities	should	only	be	included	if	required	to	meet	a	clear	demand,	and	then	only	in	the	
Panhandle	portion	of	the	DDO	Lands.

 � The	design,	programming	and	marketing	of	the	DDO	Lands	should	be	organized	around	a	theme	
-	astronomy,	history	and	nature	were	the	most	frequently	cited.

4. KEY PRINCIPLES

4.1 Introduction

 � Using	the	information	gathered	through	the	review	of	the	legal	and	planning	context,	the	site	inventory,	
the	precedent	sites,	and,	in	particular,	the	community	engagement	process,	a	set	of	eight	key	principles	
were	identified	to	govern	the	development	of	design	options.		These	eight	key	principles	are	set	out	in	
Figure 8. 

4.2 Create	a	Vibrant	and	Inclusive	Place

 � As	a	“Destination	Park”	under	the	Town’s	Parks	Plan,	the	DDO	Lands	are	intended	to	attract	residents	
from	across	Richmond	Hill.		To	do	this,	the	site	must	have	a	number	of	characteristics:		unique	attrac-
tions,	flexible	design	that	can	accommodate	diverse	programming	and	a	range	of	cultural	events,	four-
season	activities,	accessible	facilities,	and	amenities	that	make	it	comfortable	and	convenient	to	use.

4.3 Feature	The	Observatory

 � The	David	Dunlap	Observatory,	above	all,	makes	the	DDO	Lands	special,	and	the	design,	programming	
and	operation	of	the	DDO	Lands	should	reflect	the	Observatory’s	importance	to	the	site.		In	order	to	
ensure	this,	it	would	be	beneficial	for	the	Town	to	have	the	ability	to	direct	the	restoration	and	program-
ming	of	the	Observatory.

4.4 Use Elms Lea in a Complementary Role

 � The	farmstead	area,	including	the	Elms	Lea	house,	should	be	designed	and	programmed	as	a	satellite	
area	that	complements	and	augments	the	Observatory	and	enhances	visitor	experience	in	the	park.		In	
order	to	ensure	this,	it	would	be	beneficial	for	the	Town	to	have	the	ability	to	direct	the	restoration	and	
programming of Elms Lea.

4.5 Preserve and Enhance Natural Areas

 � The	natural	areas	of	the	DDO	Lands	should	be	preserved	and	enhanced	so	they	may	be	experienced	
responsibly.		Restoration	and	expansion	of	natural	areas	and	the	location	of	facilities	and	programming	
should	be	designed	to	balance	the	needs	of	users	with	the	preservation	of	ecological	function	and	diver-
sity. 

4.6 Provide	for	the	Appropriate	Mix	and	Location	of	Activities

 � The	DDO	Lands	should	have	facilities	that	support	a	range	of	activities	and	are	appropriately	located.		
Most	of	the	site,	including	woodlands	and	wetlands,	should	be	reserved	for	low-impact,	passive	use	
facilities,	such	as	trails.		Higher	intensity	activities	should	be	focused	around	the	Heritage	Buildings	(sub-
ject	to	heritage	considerations)	or	in	the	Panhandle	Lands.		Figure	10	shows	in	more	detail	the	preferred	
location	for	activities	and	facilities	of	different	types.

4.7 Support	Educational	Programming

 � With	its	wealth	of	heritage	and	natural	features,	the	DDO	Lands	are	uniquely	suited	to	provide	educa-
tional	and	outreach	programming.			The	DDO	Lands	should	include	facilities	to	support	this	program-
ming.
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Figure 8 - Key Principles (1)
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4.8 Plan	for	Connectivity

 � The	DDO	Lands	should	be	woven	into	the	fabric	of	Richmond	Hill	through	appropriately	designed	en-
trances	and	multi-use	trails.		Entrances	should	be	planned	on	a	hierarchical	system	with	highly	visible	
and	recognizable	primary	entrances,	augmented	by	more	discreet	secondary	entrances	that	connect	
specific	local	communities.	The	system	of	trails	throughout	the	park	should	also	be	hierarchical,	with	
the	primary	system	designed	for	universal	accessibility	and	heavy	use	and	secondary	trails	designed	to	
provide more challenging routes with an appropriate environmental footprint.

4.9 Reflect	History	in	a	Clear	Identity

 � The	site’s	history	is	clear	and	compelling	and	should	not	be	watered-down	or	obscured	by	elements	
that	are	not	connected	with	this	history.			A	clear	identity	for	the	park,	rooted	in	the	site’s	heritage	and	
reflected	in	its	design,	will	attract	users	and	allow	for	effective	promotion,	marketing	and	fund-raising.

5. SITE RELATIONSHIPS 

 � Figure	9	shows	a	proposed	set	of	site	relationships	for	the	DDO	Lands	that	reflect	and	support	the	Key	
Principles.		The	relationships	shown	include	major	site	areas	and	their	principal	uses,	focal	points,	en-
trances	and	major	trail	connections.

 � The	most	intensive	activities	are	proposed	around	the	Heritage	Buildings	and	in	the	Panhandle	Lands.			
This	creates	a	central	core	of	activity,	connected	by	primary	trails	and	a	series	of	focal	points.		Impor-
tant	attractions	and	amenities	are	to	be	located	in	these	areas,	along	with	parking	and	other	supporting	
infrastructure.   

 � Medium-intensity	activities,	such	as	picnicking	and	play,	are	proposed	east	of	the	Observatory	in	areas	
historically	landscaped	and	planted	with	specimen	trees.			The	location	of	the	playground	also	reflects	
the	requirement	that	it	serve	the	Corsica	Development.		

 � The	largest	portion	of	the	site	is	reserved	for	natural	areas	with	trails.			These	natural	areas	include	exist-
ing	woodlands,	existing	wetlands	and	a	portion	of	the	existing	meadow.		In	order	to	compensate	for	
woodlands	lost	to	the	Corsica	Development,	a	significant	portion	of	existing	meadows	must	be	re-forest-
ed.

 � Proposed entrances shown in Figure 9 are sized according to their importance.  An entrance on 16th 
Avenue	is	the	most	significant,	being	the	only	site	access	to	a	major	road.		A	proposed	pedestrian	and	
cycling	bridge	over	the	CNR	line	will	connect	the	site	to	the	Yonge	Street	corridor.		An	entrance	at	the	
foot	of	“A”	Street	in	the	Corsica	Development,	combined	with	a	multi-use	sidewalk	along	that	street,	
will create an east entrance and help connect the wetlands to the rest of the site.  Entrances at Kirsten 
Street and the northwest and southwest corners of the site are key secondary entrances that facilitate 
north-south	trail	connections.		Other	proposed	entrances	are	for	specific	local	access.

 � The	proposed	major	trail	connections	shown	in	Figure	9	will	connect	the	site	internally	and	close	the	
hole	in	the	Town’s	network	of	trail	connections	caused	by	the	historic	inaccessibility	of	the	DDO	Lands.

Figure 9 - Key Principles (2): (clockwise from top): 
The	Observatory	makes	the	DDO	Lands	special.	
|	Cultural	events	will	bring	vibrancy	to	the	site.	|	
Rare	Swamp	Raspberry	grows	on	the	DDO	Lands	-	
protecting	and	enhancing	the	site’s	natural	areas	
is	important.	|		Elms	Lea	is	a	beautiful	heritage	
property	that	can	complement	the	Observatory.		|	
Accessibility	is	essential	for	creating	an	inclusive	
space.
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Figure 10 - Site	Relationships
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6.2 Option	A	-	David	Dunlap	Observatory	Park

 � Figure	12	shows	the	concept	plan	for	Option	A	-	David	Dunlap	Observatory	Park.		The	Observatory	and	
the	theme	of	astronomy	are	reflected	in	many	of	the	proposed	elements,	the	most	important	of	which	
are	described	below.

Key	Elements	in	Option	A	-	David	Dunlap	Observatory	Park

 � Observatory	Area	(see	Figure	13)

 � Centre	for	Astronomy/Planetarium.		Proposed	as	the	premiere	destination	in	the	GTA	for	
astronomical	education	and	public	outreach,	including	an	appropriately-sized	planetarium	to	
enhance the visitor experience.  

 � Beaux-Arts	Garden	for	Observatory.		A	formal	garden	in	the	Beaux-Arts	style	based	on	the	
original	landscape	plan	for	the	Observatory	from	1935.

 � Relocated	Observatory	Parking.		Relocation	of	the	existing	parking	lot	to	the	southeast	to	
improve	the	landscape	around,	and	views	to,	the	Observatory.

 � Central Gathering Area with Water Feature.  A central gathering area where all major trails 
converge	for	temporary	amenities	like	food	trucks	or	where	small	events	could	be	held.		Wa-
ter feature with an astronomical theme.

 � Elms Lea Area (see Figure 14)

 � Lookout with Star Trail.  A specially constructed path running from a lookout area just north 
of	the	Panhandle	to	the	Observatory	which	collects	the	sun’s	energy	during	the	day	and	
glows at night.

 � Great	Lawn.		A	one-acre	lawn	east	of	Elms	Lea	for	activities	such	as	sunbathing,	informal	
sports	and	picnicking,	as	well	as	Observatory	events	such	as	dark-sky	observing.

 � Meadow	Maze	and	Sculptural	Landforms.		A	mowed	maze	in	native	meadow	plants	and	
sculptural	landforms	shaped	like	solar	flares	to	provide	visual	interest	and	encourage	explora-
tion	of	the	meadow.

 � Elms	Lea	Visitors’	Centre.		Elms	Lea	farmhouse	re-purposed	as	a	visitor’s	centre,	providing	
information,	washrooms,	a	small	cafe	or	restaurant,	and	other	amenities.

 � Panhandle (see Figure 15)

 � Ring	Road	with	Parking	and	Drop-off.		A	ring	road	in	the	north	Panhandle	to	allow	visitors	in	
vehicles to enter, and exit the north Panhandle, park conveniently, and drop people at the 
main part of the site.

 � Outdoor	Tennis	Courts	and	Skating	Rink.		Outdoor	tennis	courts	potentially	convertible	into	a	
refrigerated	outdoor	skating	rink	in	winter.		Served	by	a	small	pavilion.

 � Landscaped 16th Street Entrance.   A strong visual entrance using landscape elements, sig-
nage	and	public	art.		Visitors	are	encouraged	to	move	up	into	the	Panhandle	and	the	main	
park	by	a	wide,	direct	vehicular,	pedestrian	and	cycling	connection	from	this	entrance,	with	
rows	of	tree	to	provide	shade	and	aid	wayfinding.

6. CONCEPT PLANS - OPTIONS FOR THE DDO LANDS

6.1 Introduction

 � This report sets out two concept plans for the DDO Lands.  The approach to the two concepts is sum-
marized in Figure 11.

 � Each	concept	plan	embodies	the	key	principles	and	reflects	the	important	site	relationships	set	out	in	
Sections	4	and	5	of	this	report.		There	are	many	common	elements	in	the	two	plans,	which	are	gener-
ally	facilities	consistently	identified	by	the	community	as	desirable	during	the	community	engagement	
process.		However,	the	two	concept	plans	represent	distinctly	different	visions:

 � Option	A	–	David	Dunlap	Observatory	Park	–	focuses	on	the	astronomical	history	of	the	site.	It	
capitalizes	on	the	presence	of	the	historic	Observatory	through	the	addition	of	a	planetarium,	with	
the	goal	of	making	the	site	a	premiere	GTA	destination	for	astronomy-focused,	scientific	education	
and outreach.  The astronomical theme is carried into other parts of the site, where visitors are 
invited	to	explore	the	Observatory’s	natural	setting.

 � Option	B	–	the	David	Dunlap	Discovery	Park	–	is	a	more	holistic	interpretation	of	the	site’s	history	
and	identity.		It	celebrates	the	Observatory,	but	recognizes	the	site’s	agricultural,	aboricultural	and	
ecological	heritage	as	well.		Option	B	envisions	the	site	as	a	Town-wide	destination	park,	but	does	
not	necessarily	provide	the	scope	of	amenities	required	to	make	the	site	an	attraction	for	people	
living	beyond	the	Town’s	borders.

Figure 11 - Approach to Concept Plans
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Figure 12 - Option	A	-	David	Dunlap	Observatory	Park
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Figure 13 - Option	A	-	Observatory	Area
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Figure 14 - Option	A	-	Elms	Lea	Area
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Figure 15 - Option	A	-	Panhandle
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6.3 Option	B	-	David	Dunlap	Discovery	Park

 � Figure	16	shows	the	concept	plan	for	Option	B	-	David	Dunlap	Discovery	Park.			While	the	Observa-
tory	remains	the	most	important	feature	of	the	park,	greater	emphasis	is	placed	on	the	site’s	other	
heritage	and	natural	elements,	which	are	used	to	anchor	facilities	and	programming	relating	to	
urban	agriculture,	aboriculture	and	ecology.		Key	elements	are	described	below.

Key	Elements	in	Option	B	-	David	Dunlap	Discovery	Park

 � Elms Lea Area (see Figure 17):

 � Elms	Lea	Centre.		Proposed	as	a	significant	local	attraction,	such	as	the	Richmond	Hill	
Museum,	urban	agricultural	centre	or	cultural	facility,	as	well	as	a	visitor’s	centre	with	
typical	amenities.

 � Conservatory.  A conservatory forming part of the Elms Lea Centre that would highlight 
Richmond	Hill’s	history	as	a	major	centre	of	greenhouse	rose	production	and	that	could	
provide	plants	for	park	gardens,	a	venue	for	a	four-season	children’s	garden,	or	a	green	
space for winter visits.

 � Heritage	Orchard.		A	refurbished	orchard	with	heritage	apple	species,	acknowledging	the	
former	orchard	and	providing	both	visual	amenity	and	the	basis	for	community	events	
such as apple picking and cider-making.

 � Experimental Tree Nursery.  A small nursery focused on growing and assessing tree spe-
cies	appropriate	for	urban	planting	in	conditions	of	global	warming.		This	nursery	would	
acknowledge	the	history	of	tree	planting	on	the	site	and	could	provide	trees	for	Town	
parks	and	a	venue	for	education	and	outreach	regarding	urban	tree	planting	and	care.		

 � Patterned	Field	Plantings	and	Outdoor	Artefacts.		A	pattern	of	plantings	or	mowed	areas	
in	the	pattern	of	agricultural	fields	referencing	the	site’s	history	as	farmland.		Outdoor	
artefacts of historical or other interest are located within this area to encourage explora-
tion	and	discovery.

 � South	Forest.		Reforestation	of	the	entire	meadow	area	east	of	Elms	Lea,	providing	more	
area	for		woodland	trails.		Potentially	includes	reforestation	of	the	adjacent	16th	Avenue	
Public	School	property	and	the	provision	of	trail	access	through	this	land.

 � Observatory	Area	(see	Figure	18):	

 � Observatory.		The	Observatory	will	be	renovated	and	continue	to	function	as	a	centre	
for	astronomical	education	and	outreach.		Portions	of	the	Administration	Building	not	
required	for	this	function	may	be	re-purposed	for	other	uses,	such	as	a	cafe,	art	galleries	
or event spaces.  

 � Canopy	Walk.	Raised	walkway	in	the	Observatory	shelterbelt	that	would	take	visitors	up	
into	the	tree	canopy	and	afford	them	a	view	of	the	park	and	beyond.		Canopy	Walk	is	
part of an extensive network of secondary trails intended to provide visitors with access 
to	the	site’s	diverse	landscapes	and	ecologies.

 � Panhandle Lands (see Figure 19):

 � Indoor	Recreation	Facility.		A	significant	indoor	recreational	facility	located	north	of	Elvis	
Stojko	Arena	that	would	serve	growing	populations	in	the	Yonge	Street	corridor	and	at-
tract	users	to	the	entire	park.		Additional	parking	in	the	Panhandle	Lands	is	required	to	
support this facility.

 � 16th	Avenue	Entrance	Plaza.		A	small	public	plaza	on	16th	Avenue	that	supports	the	
arena/recreation	centre	complex	and	provides	an	“outer	park”	to	the	main	“inner	park”.

 � Themed	Entrances.		Entrances	designed	to	reflect	the	site’s	main	heritage	themes.		For	
example,	a	“Galaxy”	entrance	at	16th	Avenue,	a	“Farm”	entrance	at	Observatory	Lane	
and a “Forest” entrance at Hillview Drive and Kirsten Street.



Figure 16 - Option	B	-	David	Dunlap	Discovery	Park
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Figure 19 - Option	B	-	Panhandle
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6.4 Common Elements

 � There are many elements common to the two concept plans.  For the most part, these elements are 
ones	that	were	consistently	identified	as	desirable	by	the	community.		The	most	important	of	these	
common	elements	are	set	out	below.

Common Elements in Concept Plans

 � Preservation	of	Large	Natural	Areas.		Large	areas	of	the	site	reserved	as	woodlands,	wet-
lands and meadow for low-impact use.

 � Primary	Trail	Network.		A	network	of	primary	trails	designed	for	accessibility,	high	traffic	and	
all-season use that connects to major entrances and comes together at a focal point in the 
centre of the site.  Includes a widened sidewalk along the south of “A” Street in the Corsica 
Development	to	accommodate	both	pedestrians	and	cyclists	and	to	connect	the	east	park	
access to Bayview Avenue and the wetlands to the rest of the site.

 � Bridge	over	CNR	Rail	Line	(see	Figure	20).		A	pedestrian	and	cycling	bridge	that	connects	the	
DDO Lands to the Yonge Street corridor and provides a visual element that rail travellers will 
identify	with	the	site.

 � Secondary Trail Network.  A network of secondary trails designed to take visitors into di-
verse landscapes and, in naturalized areas, to have an appropriate environmental footprint.  
Common	to	both	options,	but	more	extensive	in	Option	B.

 � Additional	‘Green’	Parking	in	Panhandle.		Additional	parking	to	serve	the	site,	located	in	the	
Panhandle	and	designed	to	incorporate	‘green’	features	such	as	abundant	shade	trees	and	
low-impact	stormwater	management.		Common	to	both	options,	but	more	extensive	park-
ing	is	proposed	to	accommodate	the	indoor	recreational	facility	in	Option	B.

 � Outdoor Amphitheatre.  A small outdoor amphitheatre to provide a venue for cultural 
events	and	events	related	to	the	Observatory.

 � Picnic Areas (see Figure 21).  Picnic areas for groups of various sizes, including at least one 
covered picnic area for up to 100 people.

 � Non-Traditional	Playground	(see	Figure	21).		A	playground	and	splash	pad	using	custom	or	
non-traditional	materials	and	elements	themed	on	astronomy	or	nature	and	potentially	
incorporating	heritage	elements.

 � Access	to	Wetlands	(see	Figure	22).		Trails,	bridges	and	lookouts,	providing	sustainable	ac-
cess to the storm ponds and wetland areas.

 � Public	Art.		Public	art	to	add	richness	to	the	park.		Proposed	for	key	gathering	areas	in	Op-
tion	A	and	scattered	around	the	site	to	be	“discovered”	in	Option	B.	

Figure 20 - Common Elements - Bridge over CNR Rail Line
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Figure 21 - Common Elements  - Picnic & Playground Area
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

 � The	David	Dunlap	Observatory	lands	hold	a	storied	place	in	the	Richmond	Hill	community.	The	
astronomical	research	conducted	on	at	the	Observatory	from	the	1930s	through	to	the	2000s	is	a	
key	part	of	both	the	Town’s	identity	and	Canada’s	scientific	history.		The	lands	have	been	an	unde-
veloped	oasis	within	Richmond	Hill’s	urban	landscape	and	have	provided	informal	passive	recreation	
opportunities	for	Town	residents	for	many	decades.		Given	the	site’s	importance,	the	Town’s	Parks	
Plan	envisages	the	DDO	Lands	as	a	“Destination	Park”	that	will	draw	visitors	from	across	the	Town	
and	beyond.

 � A	Master	Plan	for	the	DDO	Lands,	developed	through	a	public	consultation	process,	is	necessary	in	
order to determine a shared vision for the park and to direct its future enhancement, programming 
and	operations.	This	Principles	and	Options	report	is	a	step	toward	the	development	of	the	final	
Master	Plan	for	the	site.		While	the	final	Master	Plan	will	establish	the	vision	and	strategic	direction	
to	guide	the	future	of	the	site,	this	report	represents	a	crossroads	at	which	two	different	routes	may	
be	followed.

 � Option	A	–	the	David	Dunlap	Observatory	Park	–	focuses	on	the	astronomical	history	of	the	site.	It	
capitalizes	on	the	presence	of	the	historic	observatory	and	administrative	buildings	through	the	ad-
dition	of	a	planetarium,	with	the	goal	of	making	the	site	a	premiere	GTA	destination	for	astronomy-
focused,	scientific	education.		Option	B	–	the	David	Dunlap	Discovery	Park	–	is	a	more	holistic	inter-
pretation	of	the	site’s	history	and	identity	as	a	place	for	agricultural,	arboricultural	and	astronomical	
discovery.		Option	B	envisions	the	site	as	a	Town-wide	destination,	but	does	not	necessarily	provide	
the	scope	of	amenities	required	to	make	the	site	an	attraction	for	people	living	beyond	the	Town’s	
borders.		Both	options	include	many	of	the	facilities	that	the	Richmond	Hill	community	consistently	
identified	as	desirable	for	the	site.

 � The	next	step	of	the	Master	Planning	process	will	be	to	use	the	two	options	presented	herein	to	de-
termine	the	preferred	option	for	the	lands.	In	working	towards	a	final	plan,	a	number	of	factors	will	
need	to	be	considered,	including	effective	management,	operations	and	maintenance	requirements,	
overall	costs,	phasing	and	potential	for	community	involvement	and	partnerships.	In	collaboration	
with the community, the Town and its consultants will discuss the preferred overall vision for the 
master	plan,	examine	the	similarities	and	differences	between	the	two	plans,	and	arrive	at	a	final	
plan	that	may	be	a	refined	version	of	one	of	the	two	options	or	a	blending	of	the	two.
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APPENDIX A- LEGAL AND PLANNING CONTEXT

1.1 Site Specific Legal and Planning Context

1.1.1 Purchase of DDO Lands by Corsica

 � The David Dunlap Observatory property comprises an area of 76.5 hectares (189 acres) bordered by 
Weldrick Avenue to the north, Bayview Avenue to the east, 16th Avenue to the south and CNR rail tracks 
to the west. 

 � The Observatory opened in 1935, on land gifted to the University of Toronto by Jessie Donalda Dunlap as 
a memorial to her husband David Alexander Dunlap.  The Observatory operated as a research centre of 
the Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics and has also carried out public education and teaching 
programs. 

 � In September 2007, the University of Toronto announced its intention to sell the property. The property 
was purchased by Corsica Developments Inc. in June 2008. Following the sale, the Town undertook a 
number of important studies in order to confirm the significance of the property and its features with 
the aim of protecting the features on the property which are of cultural and natural heritage signifi-
cance.

1.1.2 Heritage Designation

 � On September 29, 2009, Council passed a by-law designating the following buildings, landscapes  and 
features as a cultural heritage landscape under the Ontario Heritage Act:

 � The Observatory Building, designed and built to house the 74” telescope

 � The Administration Building, the  functional administrative and research facility supporting the astro-
nomical Observatory

 � The elliptical island within the driveway of the Administration Building, with paving designed to rep-
resent Kepler’s 2nd Law of Planetary Motion and walkway/axis through the center from sun dial to 
Observatory Building

 � The siting of the Observatory Building and the Administration Building at the highest local elevation, 
enhanced and modified to a ‘podium’ form by significant earthworks for the placement of the build-
ings

 � The laying out of the site to follow the cardinal points with the Observatory Building as due north 
and the Administration Building due east, a directional emphasis that extended throughout most 
major elements of the site - including the interior plan of the Administration Building, the siting of 
the Radio Shack, the location of the elliptical traffic island with north-south pedestrian walkway 
through its center and sun dial at its southern end, the placement of the flag pole, the orientation of 
the rows of the University’s Department of Forestry experimental tree plantation

 � The Radio Shack, used for the development of radio astronomy

 � Elms Lea c.1864, the dichromatic brick farmhouse originally designed for Alexander Marsh

 � The complex overall land pattern within the identified area, comprised of the original survey grid 

field pattern overlain with the formal geometry of the Beaux Arts observatory core and the curvilin-
ear road network containing all fields, lawns and plantings

 � Donalda Drive, the curvilinear ‘new’ approach road 

 � The experimental tree plantation planted by University of Toronto’s Dept. of Forestry 

 � The traditional views to the west (toward Yonge Street) from Elms Lea and the Administration Build-
ing and the views to the Observatory Building and the Administration Building from the west reflect-
ing the visual prominence of the structures sited at or near the top of the knoll

 � The views from the south to the Observatory Building, particularly along the direct north/south 
axis which was carried into the Town’s design of Observatory Park on the leased ‘Panhandle’ lands, 
reflecting its visual prominence having been sited at the top of the knoll

 � The form of the Town designed Observatory Park, sub-division and adjacent buildings to the south 
reflecting the influence of the Observatory and its site design principles (the lands originally having 
been surveyed to provide an approach to the Observatory from the south

 � The traditional relationship of the Observatory to the CNR line

 � The traditional relationship of the Observatory to Hillsview Drive, formerly the “narrow lane” which 
divided Lot 43 into north and south halves.

 � The full text of By-Law No. 100-09, “A By-Law to Authorize the Designation of 123 Hillsview Drive David 
Dunlap Observatory Lands under the Ontario Heritage Act”, may be accessed at http://www.richmond-
hill.ca/subpage.asp?pageid=david_dunlap_observatory. 

1.1.3 Conservation Management Plan

 � On January 24, 2011, Council adopted the David Dunlap Observatory Lands Conservation Management 
Plan.  The purpose of the plan was to provide strategic guidance on both short- and long-term conserva-
tion strategies to protect the integrity of the DDO Lands’ cultural heritage landscape.  

 � One of the key strategies outlined in the Conservation Plan in order to protect the cultural heritage land-
scape as a whole is the concept of a “cultural heritage precinct”.  The cultural heritage precinct is an area 
that extends beyond the cultural heritage attributes themselves to include:

 � Certain additional landscape features that are key to the overall integrity of the heritage features, 
namely, the planted trees west of Donalda Drive and the ornamental trees planted in the open space 
portion of the precinct

 � Vegetative buffer areas of between 10m and 30m to protect views and the campus-like setting. 

 � The full Conservation Management Plan may be accessed at http://www.richmondhill.ca/subpage.
asp?pageid=david_dunlap_observatory.

1.1.4 Minutes of Settlement with Corsica

 � In April 2010, Corsica Developments Inc. submitted a development application for the property. After 
numerous and contentious public meetings, the applications were appealed to the Ontario Municipal 
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 �

Key Points for Master Plan

 � The Conservation Management Plan for the DDO Lands established a cultural heritage precinct 
that must be protected in the Master Plan

 � A landscape buffer between the Corsica development and the DDO Lands is being provided by 
Corsica and must be incorporated into the Master Plan

 � $1,233,000 is being provided by Corsica for enhancement and management of woodlands on the 
DDO Lands.  

 � $420,500 is being provided by Corsica for replanting of woodlands on the DDO Lands.  The Mas-
ter Plan should provide recommendations on the extent and location of this replanting.

1.2 Municipal and Regional Planning Documents

1.2.1 Strategic Plan

 � In 2009, the Town published Strategic Plan: A Plan for People, A Plan for Change, a five-year strategic 
plan that included certain goals and outcomes relevant to the DDO Lands, including:

 � Goal One:  Stronger Connections for Richmond Hill

 � Explore strategies to increase the number of children and youth that are active, involved and con-

Board (OMB). 

 � Through the Board’s mediation process, Corsica, the Town, TRCA and DDO Defenders came to agree-
ment on the future of the property, reflected in Minutes of Settlement.  The key terms of the Minutes of 
Settlement include:

 � The conveyance by Corsica to the Town of of 37.9 hectares (93.7 acres) of the property shown as 
Blocks F,G, and I on the Settlement Plan shown in Figure A-1.

 � The payment by Corsica of $250,000 to implement landscape buffering of the cultural heritage pre-
cinct where it abuts the development according to plans to be submitted to, and approved by, the 
Town

 � The relocation by Corsica of the pump house located adjacent to Bayview Avenue by Corsica to a 
location within Block F approved by the Town and the DDO Defenders

 � The payment by Corsica of $1,223,000 to allow the Town and TRCA to implement a program of en-
hancement and management of the retained woodlands

 � The payment by Corsica of $420,500 to implement a replanting program within an area of 8.41 hect-
ares of Block F as shown in Figure A-1.

 � The establishment within Block F of an ecological corridor to connect the woodlot and wetland com-
prising Block I with the remainder of the DDO Lands

 � An undertaking by Corsica to enhance and enlarge the environmental lands in Block I in the course of 
designing  the stormwater pond area for the development 

 � The retention by Corsica of the lands and buildings shown as Blocks A, B, C and E in Figure A-1, com-
prised of the Observatory, Administration Building, Elms Lea farmhouse and Donalda Trail.  

 � The agreement of the parties to continue discussions regarding the ongoing preservation, use and 
maintenance of these lands and buildings, including the possibility of a subsequent conveyance, or 
option to acquire, to the Town or other public agency, or an endowment for long-term preservation

 � The sale by Corsica to the Town of 4.9 hectares (12.1 acres) of land (Panhandle Lands) shown as 
Block J in Figure A-1 at fair market value.

 � On October 15, 2012, the Town purchased the Panhandle Lands for $19.5 million.

 � The Richmond Hill Naturalists, who did not participate in the mediation and did not agree to the Min-
utes of Settlement, objected to the Official Plan Amendment (OPA 270) giving effect to the Minutes of 
Settlement and appealed to the OMB.  On May 1, 2013, the OMB validated the Minutes of Settlement 
terms as good planning and gave final approval to OPA 270.

 � The full text of the Minutes of Settlement and OPA 270 may be accessed at http://www.richmondhill.ca/
subpage.asp?pageid=david_dunlap_observatory.

h:\grp\planning\location maps\2012_srprs_staff_reports\misc\schedule_for_ddo_settlement_1.doc 

Figure A-1- Land Division under Minutes of Settlement
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purpose of the Recreation Plan is to provide guidance with respect to the planning and delivery of its 
indoor recreation facilities.

 � The Recreation Plan recommends the construction of several new facilities between 2013 and 2022, 
including:

 � Four new ice pads

 � One indoor aquatic facility

 � One indoor turf facility

 � One additional fitness facility

 � One additional gymnasium

 � Five additional integrated community program rooms

 � One indoor walking track within a multi-use community centre.

 � The facility development model recommended by the Recreation Plan is based on multi-use facilities, 
specifically a combination of “destination facilities” – large community hubs with numerous recreational 
facilities – and “”on-route facilities” – smaller multi-use facilities along major arteries in denser areas.   
Destination facilities can be focused on indoor activities (such as Oak Ridges Community Centre) or both 
indoor and outdoor recreation (such as the Centennial Pool/Crosby Park complex).

 � According to the Recreation Plan, key criteria in selecting a site for new multi-use recreational facilities 
are:

 � On arterial  or collector roads with reasonable proximity to residential areas

 � Adequate lighting and sidewalks and barrier-free access

 � Potential to be a highly visible, community focal point

 � Not unduly impacted by geographic barriers, not requiring brownfield development and relatively 
flat

 � Having suitable site servicing infrastructure nearby

 � Not requiring demolition of an existing and needed building or elimination of necessary parkland, 
parking or other vital land use.

 � Owned by the Town (preferable), for sale or presenting a viable partnership opportunity

 � Long-term expansion potential

 � Ability to enhance or support other facilities or parkland, accommodate potential partners, or gener-
ate increased usage due to proximity to other facilities

 � Economies of scale for construction or operation due to co-location with other municipal facilities

nected

 � Encourage more participation in Town-wide and community events

 � Promote the use of parks, public spaces and buildings (including schools) as places for people to 
assemble and connect

 � Designate and construct trails throughout the Town that build on and connect existing trail sys-
tems

 � Increase accessibility for those with disabilities

 � Work towards stronger connections of natural corridors and green spaces.

 � Goal Two:  Better Choices in Richmond Hill

 � Construct and promote safe routes for cyclists and pedestrians

 � Develop and promote a range of organized and informal sports, recreation and cultural programs 
with an emphasis on alternatives that people will use throughout their lives

 � Increase awareness of the Town’s recreational offerings, pedestrian trails and cycling networks

 � Promote opportunities for people to volunteer and share their talents with the community.

 � Goal Three:  A More Vibrant Richmond Hill

 � Promote awareness of the Town’s heritage, in part by showcasing local history

 � Steward Richmond Hill’s heritage resources

 � Celebrate, promote and enhance the Town’s unique places

 � Create and promote opportunities for people to experience the Town’s natural environment year 
round.

 � Goal Four:  Wise Management of Resources in Richmond Hill

 � Advocate, plan for and promote the protection and enhancement of green spaces

 � Serve as a role model for environmental management and the management of natural heritage 
and water resource systems

 � Increase natural landscaping and the urban tree canopy on both Town and private property

 � Commit to use land responsibly

 � Serve as a role model for municipal management.

Key Point for Master Plan

 � The Strategic Plan sets out a number of desired goals and outcomes to which the planning of the 
DDO Lands can contribute.  The Master Plan should be developed with these goals and outcomes 
in mind.

1.2.2 Recreation Plan

 � The Town of Richmond Hill Recreation Plan was approved by Council on October 15, 2013.  The overall 
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 � Potential to incorporate outdoor parkland/features and integrate architecturally with surrounding 
buildings.

Key Points for Master Plan

 � The Town of Richmond Hill requires certain indoor recreation facilities identified in the Recre-
ation Plan by 2022.  Provided the site selection criteria can be accommodated in the Master Plan, 
the DDO Lands are prospective location for these facilities that could create important capital 
cost and operating economies and generate increased usage of all parts of the DDO Lands.

1.2.3 Parks Plan

 � The Town of Richmond Hill Parks Plan was approved by Council on April 22, 2013.  The overall purpose 
of the Parks Plan’s purpose is to provide direction for the planning and development of Richmond Hill’s 
municipal park system.

 � The Parks Plan refers to the urban structure plan in the Town’s Official Plan, which directs the antici-
pated significant future population growth in the Town to “intensification” areas in defined centres and 
corridors.    The Parks Plan recommends that future park development respond to this growth plan.

 � The Parks Plan notes the following demographic trends and draws the following conclusions:

 � Richmond Hill’s older age cohorts (45+) are aging and there is a need to provide more facilities for 
older adults and senior

 � Richmond Hill is predominantly and professional and commuter community and there is a need to 
provide facilities that are open at night and provide for flexible, self-scheduled use

 � Richmond Hill is ethnically and culturally diverse and parks services should reflect this diversity

 � The Parks Plan recommends that trends in leisure, notably the focus on health and well-being, flexibility 
and convenience, and choice and inclusivity, should be reflected in park development.

 � In its inventory of the Town’s existing parks, the Parks Plan identifies four parks as “Destination Parks”:  
Mill Pond Park, Phyllis Rawlinson Park, Lake Wilcox Park and Richmond Green.  The Parks Plan concludes 
these parks should be classified separately due to having the following characteristics:

 � They contain features and facilities not found anywhere else in the Town

 � They attract visitors from across the Town and beyond because of their unique attractions and be-
cause they are typically used as the sites for large events and celebrations

 � They have both an “active parkland” component, as well as additional lands (e.g., stormwater man-
agement facilities and natural heritage/environmental lands) which are perceived to be part of the 
park, but are not actually considered to be “active parkland” because their potential as sites for ac-
tive recreational facilities is limited.

 � The Parks Plan states that areas of Destination Parks that are not “active parkland” do not form part of 
the Town’s overall parkland provision level.

 � The Parks Plan recommends that the current level of 1.64 hectares of active parkland should be main-
tained through the Town’s park development strategy.  The Plan’s map of existing parkland service levels 
by concession block shows that the concession block that includes the DDO Lands  currently has less 
parkland per capita than the Town average  (see Figure A-2).  The Plan’s map of projected parkland ser-
vice levels in 2031 shows that the concession block that includes the DDO Lands, as well as all adjacent 
concession blocks will experience parkland service levels well below the Town average, if no new park-
land is developed and anticipated population growth in accordance with the Town’s Official Plan occurs  
(see Figure A-2).

 � The Parks Plan recommends the construction of several new outdoor recreation facilities by 2031, in-
cluding:

 � 14 new lit soccer facilities 

 � Five new baseball diamonds 

 � 12 new tennis courts

 � 13 new basketball sites

 � Four new splash pads

 � New playgrounds so as to ensure a playground within 400 metres of residential properties

 � Outdoor fitness equipment at one park in each concession

 � Two additional artificial outdoor ice rinks

 � Two neighborhood-scale skate parks.

 � The Parks Plan notes that demand for large group picnic areas exceeds supply, particularly among ethnic 
groups and apartment dwellers.  It recommends the addition of a large sheltered permitted picnic area 
for a minimum of 100 people.

 � The Parks Plan notes that there is a waiting list for the community allotment gardens in Phyllis Rawlinson 
Park.  It recommends the development of a policy to guide establishment of new gardens in more acces-
sible, denser areas of the Town.

 � The Park Plan that the Town’s two off-leash dog areas are well utilized.  It recommends a review of the 
policy on off-leash dog areas prior to investigating any new facilities.

 � The Park Plan concludes that the DDO Lands, due to its unique cultural heritage assets, provide an op-
portunity for a “unique Destination Park” and recommend that the lands necessary to establish the DDO 
Lands as a Destination Park.

 � The Parks Plan made several other observations or recommendations about facilities relevant to the 
DDO Lands:

 � During community consultation, residents frequently requested BBQs in picnic areas

 � Appropriate parking standards for parks should be developed 

 � The Town should increase the provision of shade structures and seating in parks

 � The feasibility of recycling in parks should be investigated
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 � The needs of diverse communities should be considered in the development of park facilities

 � Additional facilities types (e.g. outdoor fitness equipment, toboggan runs, table tennis, beach volley-
ball) should be considered

 � The Town will develop a consistent signage strategy for Town Parks

 � The Parks Plan made several recommendations about connectivity:

 � Parks should not only allow for active recreation, but also pedestrian connections and opportunities 
to connect with nature

 � The Greenway Master Plan should govern the contribution each park makes to the connectivity of 
the recreational trail system

 � The Town will undertake a study to identify opportunities for ecological enhancements in the park 
system.

Key Points for Master Plan

 � The DDO Lands should be planned as a Destination Park for Richmond Hill, with emphasis on its 
cultural heritage assets as a key attraction.

 � The cultural heritage precinct area is a prospective location for a variety of outdoor recreational 
facilties that can be sited and designed without negatively impacting heritage features (e.g., 
picinic and BBQ areas, multi-use trails, fitness trails, skating areas, natural playground areas and 
toboggan runs)

 � Outside of the cultural heritage precinct, other facilities could be located, particularly within the 
Panhandle Lands and the area set aside in the Settlement Minutes for a playground.   However, 
competing uses, particularly access to the DDO Lands, must be considered.

 � The DDO Lands are an appropriate location for the required 100 person covered picnic area, as 
well as for small BBQ and picnic areas.   The proximity of the DDO Lands to both current and 
future apartments and condominiums means that there will be many local residents who would 
otherwise have limited access to outdoor eating areas.

 � The Master Plan should include the recommendations of the Parks Plan regarding park facility 
design, including:

 � Designing for accessibility and the needs of diverse communities

 � Parking design in accordance with developed parking standards

 � Incorporating green operation standards, like recycling facilities

 � Adhering to a consistent Town-wide signage strategy

 � Incorporating sufficient seating and shade structures.

 � The Master Plan should explore ways to increase the physical and ecological connectivity of the DDO 
Lands, particularly within the context of the Greenway System.

Figure A-2 - Parkland Service Levels - 2011 and 2031
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1.2.4 Connectivity Plans

1.2.4.1 Urban MESP

 � The Town’s Urban Master Environmental Servicing Plan (MESP) was developed to complement the 
Town’s Official Plan and to direct the municipal water, wastewater, stormwater, transportation, green-
ways and energy infrastructure improvements required to support growth and intensification in certain 
key urban areas.  

 � Although the DDO Lands are not within the study area of the Urban MESP, it included recommendations 
regarding enhancements to the Town’s greenway system that encompass the DDO Lands.  These recom-
mendations are shown on Figure A-3 and include:

 � Creating an urban open space linkage from the northwest corner of the DDO Lands to Richvale Ath-
letic Park

 � Creating an natural open space linkage from the southwest corner of the DDO Lands across the CNR 
line to Bridgeview Park

 � Creating an urban open space linkage under or across 16th Avenue to connect the German Mills 
Creek greenway areas to the north and south

 � Creating a multi-use trail along the western edge of the DDO Lands. 

1.2.4.2 Pedestrian and Bicycling Master Plans

 � The York Region Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan Study Final Report (2008) recommends the estab-
lishment of bicycle lanes along 16th Avenue and Bayview Avenue.  These lanes are to be built as part of 
the improvements to these roads slated for completion between 2019 and 2023.  

 � The Town of Richmond Hill Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan (PCMP) was completed in March 2010.  
The purpose guide the Town over the next 25+ years in implementing a Town-wide pedestrian system 
and cycling network.   The PCMP recommends the establishment of a multi-use trail along the east 
frontage of the DDO Lands, although this recommendation likely reflected the uncertainty regarding the 
availability of the DDO Lands at the time the report was written.

Key Point for Master Plan

 � The Town’s planning documents call for enhancements to its greenway, trail and cycling net-
works.   The acquisition DDO Lands by the Town represents an important opportunity to make 
substantial enhancements to all three systems.  Details regarding this opportunity, having regard 
to the specific context of the site,  are outlined in Section 1.3.2 of Appendix B - Site Inventory.

1.2.5 Cultural Plan

 � The Town of Richmond Hill’s Cultural Plan was approved by Council in December 2011.  The purpose of 
the plan is to provide strategies and actions to guide cultural development in the community over the 
next ten years and to achieve the vision of a more vibrant Richmond Hill.  

 � The plan identifies five overarching goals and a further 30 recommendations to guide actions by the 
Town.  Many of these are relevant to the planning of the DDO Lands, including:

 � Goal 2:  Dynamic Cultural Sector

 � Host an Annual Cultural Summit. This summit could be hosted at the DDO Lands.

 � Strengthen Festival and Events Planning - events at the DDO Lands should be evaluated in the 
context of event planning best practices.   Consider if the DDO Lands could host the annual Rich-
mond Hill “Signature Event” recommended by the Cultural Plan.

 � Prepare a Cultural Heritage Strategy.   The DDO Lands heritage assets should be considered promi-
nently in any strategy.

 � Goal 4: Places and Spaces for Culture

 � Develop and Implement an Integrated Public Art Master Plan.  The DDO Lands are an appropriate 
venue for public art and should be considered in any Public Art Master Plan.

 � Undertake a Comprehensive Inventory of Cultural Spaces and Facilities.   The facilities available 

DDO LANDS

Figure A-3 - Urban MESP Greenway Enhancements Involving DDO Lands
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on the DDO Lands, the Administration Building and Elms Lea Farmhouse, should be evaluated as 
potential cultural spaces and facilities.

 � Address the Gaps in Cultural Facilities.  The Cultural Plan identifies a need for a multi-use cultural 
facility to showcase local history and heritage, provide additional space for supporting and exhib-
iting the visual arts, and provide a low-cost small to mid-size performance venue.   

Key Points for Master Plan

 � The DDO Lands represent an important opportunity to advance the goals and recommendations of 
the Cultural Plan, particularly as a venue for cultural events and facilities.    To facilitate this:

 � The DDO Lands should host the Annual Cultural Summit as a way of highlighting the site’s 
value for cultural events

 � Events and festivals on the DDO Lands should be planned in accordance with the best practic-
es noted in the Cultural Plan.   If this planning supports it, the DDO Lands should host a major 
cultural event - ideally related to one of the site’s heritage themes - and perhaps the “Signa-
ture Event” recommended by the Cultural Plan.

 � The heritage assets of the DDO Lands should be incorporated in the Cultural Heritage Strategy 
recommended by the Cultural Plan

 � The DDO Lands should include venues and facilities for culture, such as small to medium per-
formance spaces, spaces for visual art, special gardens and public art.   Consideration should 
be given to using the buildings on the DDO Lands as a venue for a multi-use cultural facility.
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APPENDIX B - SITE INVENTORY

1.1 Site Boundary

 � The DDO Lands site boundary is shown in Figure B-1.  It is located south of Hillsview Drive, east of the 
Canadian National Railway (CNR) Bala Line, north of 16th Avenue and west of the Corsica Development, 
within the Town of Richmond Hill and the Region of York.  The DDO Lands are 44.9 hectares (110 acres) 
in total size.

 � The site includes the Panhandle Lands purchased by the Town in 2012 and the property to be trans-
ferred by Corsica to the Town under the Minutes of Settlement.  The Heritage Buildings owned by Cor-
sica are also considered part of the site, as the Master Plan will include recommendations for their use 
that may be implemented through future purchase, lease or other arrangement.

1.2 Site Context 

1.2.1 Surrounding Land Use

 � Figure B-2 shows the land use surrounding the site.  Single family detached homes, existing or part of 
the Corsica Development, back onto the DDO Lands on most of the north, west and south sides.  West of 
the CNR Bala Line are clusters of medium density town-housing and higher density apartments.  There 
is a private Montessori school, two churches and a small office building along the north side of Hillsview 
Drive.  An existing industrial use abuts the CNR Bala Line opposite the southwest corner of the DDO 
Lands.  To the south of the DDO Lands, the residential precinct  is divided by the 16th Avenue Public 

School, located immediately east of the Panhandle Lands.

 � The large number of residential rear yards abutting the DDO Lands, as well as the CNR Bala Line to the 
west, creates the need for landscape buffers along significant portions of the DDO Lands perimeter.   
Landscape buffers are specifically contemplated by the Conservation Management Plan as a strategy to 
protect the cultural heritage landscape and by the Minutes of Settlement to create an appropriate tran-
sition between the DDO Lands and the Corsica Development.

 � 16th Avenue Public School has a large, under-utilized rear schoolyard that includes 1.2 hectares of 
woodland and successional meadow directly adjacent to the DDO Lands.  See Figure B-3.  This property 
represents an opportunity to expand the effective space of the DDO Lands if it could programmed in a 
manner that benefits both users of the DDO Lands and the school.

 � Dovestone Park is a one-hectare Town-owned property located adjacent to the DDO Lands at the 
southwest corner.  The park represents a potential access point into the DDO Lands.   Bridgeview Park 
is located directly across the CNR Bala Line from Dovestone Park and connects to Bridgeview Cordone 
Park and the German Mills watershed and associated walkways and trails.  Aerial photos clearly indicate 
that persons are crossing the CNR Bala Line between Dovestone Park and Bridgeview Park, a dangerous 
condition that should be addressed.  See Figure B-4.

 � There are industrial lands southeast of the DDO Lands on Observatory Lane.  See Figure B-3. These lands 
are adjacent to a possible pedestrian bridge over the CNR Bala Line.  These lands could create a poten-
tial expansion/entrance to the DDO Lands from the west in the future.

 � At the southeast corner of the DDO Lands, there is a privately-held 1.8-hectare undeveloped property.  
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Key Points for the Master Plan

 � In order to protect the privacy of adjacent residential landowners, the integrity of the cultural 
heritage landscape, and the experience of being within a green space for users of the DDO Lands, 
the Master Plan must include effective landscape buffers along its perimeter. 

 � Dovestone Park is a potential access point to the DDO Lands.  Persons are crossing the CNR Bala 
Line between Dovestone Park and Bridgeview Park – a dangerous condition that should be ad-
dressed in the Master Plan or otherwise.

 � Proposals for the use of the under-utilized 16th Avenue Public School lands in a manner that 
both expands the effective space of the DDO Lands and benefits the school should be consid-
ered.

 � The privately-held lands at the southeast and southwest corners of the DDO Lands could be con-
sidered as potential entrances to the DDO Lands.

See Figure B-3. This property represents an opportunity to create a secondary entrance into the DDO 
Lands, if necessary.

 � Beyond the southwest corner of the DDO Lands, on the west side of the CNR Bala Line and south of Brid-
geview Park, there is a privately-held 1.3-hectare undeveloped woodland property.  See Figure B-3. The 
property abuts German Mills Creek to the West.  If a connection could be made under or over the CNR 
Bala Line, this property represents an opportunity to connect the DDO Lands to the German Mills Creek 
watershed and related trail system.

Figure B-3 - Important Lands Adjacent DDO Lands
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1.3 Site Access

1.3.1 Access Points

 � Figure B-5 shows existing, planned and potential access points into the DDO Lands.

 � The only direct access point from the DDO Lands to a major arterial road is at the south end of the 
Panhandle Lands at 16th Avenue  (see Access #1 on Figure B-5).   Given the limitations associated with 
other access points, it is essential that the 16th Avenue access is developed as the principal gateway to 
the DDO Lands, providing pedestrian, bicycle, service, vehicular and transit access, as well a convenient 
connection to parking.

 � As part of creating the 16th Avenue entrance, the existing relationship between the DDO Lands and 
16th Avenue should be redesigned to create a true gateway, with strong visual presence that signals the 
importance of the site and facilitates access and wayfinding.

 � Dovestone Park, at the southeast corner of the DDO Lands represents a potential pedestrian and bicycle 
access to the DDO Lands  (see Access #3 on Figure B-5).  Due to the CNR Bala Line immediately east, this 
access would only serve the residential precinct to the south, but a convenient access for this neighbor-
hood would be beneficial.  

 � If an access from Dovestone Park is established:

 � Extra steps should be considered to prevent persons crossing the CNR Bala Line between Dovestone 
Park and Bridgeview Park, as an access to the DDO Lands in this area  may increase such crossings.

 � The access must address the existing drainage patterns of the DDO Lands, which result in extremely 
wet conditions, including temporary streams and ponding, in this area  (see Section 1.5.1).

 � Observatory Lane at the CNR Bala Line represents a potential site for a pedestrian and cycling bridge to 
the DDO Lands.  See Access #4 on Figure B-5.  Reasons for a connection of this type include:

 � Observatory Lane was the original farm access to the property and the remnant laneway and associ-
ated larch trees form part of the cultural heritage landscape.   Establishing a pedestrian bridge would 
highlight this heritage feature.

 � Observatory Lane provides a direct connection to Yonge Street and major transit routes, and has 
mixed residential, commercial and industrial use that is more compatible with a major park access 
than a street with only single family residences. 

 � There are no other convenient access points on the east side of the DDO Lands.

 � A drawback of a pedestrian bridge at Observatory Lane is that it is located 10 minutes walk from the 
transit stop on Yonge and there is no nearby parking.   If a pedestrian bridge is established at Observa-
tory Lane, the Town may wish to consider acquiring all or a portion of the industrial lands located adja-
cent the location of the bridge in order to establish a park gateway with a formal entrance, parking and a 
transit stop.

 � The only existing access point to the site is Donalda Drive, which connects to Hillsview Avenue near the 
northwest corner of the DDO Lands and then curves southeast to the parking lot south of the Admin-
istration Building.  See Access #6 on Figure B-5.  Donalda Drive is a heritage feature built in the 1960s 
to allow access without affecting the Observatory from car headlights.   The view along Donalda Drive, 
framed with trees, and the experience of “discovering” the Observatory Complex as one nears the end 
of Donalda Drive are identified as important heritage attributes in the Conservation Management Plan.

 � Donalda Drive currently has limited potential as a major access point to the DDO Lands due to the fol-
lowing factors:

 � Under the plan for the Corsica Development, the Donalda Drive entrance will be flanked on both 
sides with single family dwellings, leaving only 17.5 metres of frontage for the entrance.    

 � Vehicular access along Hillsview Avenue to Donalda Drive is east from Bayview only.  From the west, 
there is only a signalized pedestrian crossing over the CNR Bala Line only (see Figure B-5).  

 � Under the Corsica Development plans, Hillsview Avenue will be widened to accommodate traffic 
to the Corsica Development, but the extension of Hillsview Avenue across the CNR Bala Line is not 
proposed.

 � Due to its limitations, Donalda Drive should be considered as a secondary entrance for pedestrian, 
bicycle and service access only.  The Town may wish to consider purchasing the lands to the west of the 
entrance in order to make this entrance more prominent. 

 � There is signalized pedestrian crossing over the CNR Bala Line at the northwest corner of the DDO Lands 
at the end of Church Street South.  Given its proximity to Yonge Street and the existing trail system (see 
Section 1.3.2.3), a secondary pedestrian and bicycle access at the northwest corner of the DDO Lands 
would provide more convenient access than having an entrance on Donalda Drive only.  See Access #5 
on Figure B-6.Figure B-5 - Access Points to DDO Lands
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 � The Corsica Development plan includes a pedestrian access from the west portion of the development 
directly into the DDO Lands.  See Access #7 on Figure B-5.  As this access is positioned to serve the single 
family dwellings in the west portion of the Corsica Development only, it should be designed as a minor 
pedestrian and bicycle access only.

 � The DDO Lands abut Hillsview Avenue between the west and east portion of the Corsica Development 
and across from Kirsten Street, creating a potential access at this location.  See Access #8 on Figure B-5.  
Only 210 metres north of the DDO Lands, Kirsten Street connects to Weldrick Road East, which in turn 
connects directly to both Bayview Avenue to the east and Yonge Street to the west.  There is a major bus 
rapid transit stop planned at Yonge and Weldrick.  However, despite its alignment with Kirsten Street, 
this area has limited potential as a major access point due to the following factors:

 � The majority of this area contains axial plantings done for the Observatory that form part of the 
cultural heritage landscape.    Any aligned vehicular access across Hillsview Avenue to Kirsten Street 
would require a portion of these plantings to be removed

 � Locating a major access point in this area will bring additional traffic to a principally residential 
neighborhood

 � Due to its limitations, the access across from Kirsten Street should be considered as a secondary en-
trance for pedestrian, bicycle and service access only.

 � The Corsica Development plan includes a pedestrian access from the east portion of the development 
directly into the DDO Lands.  See Access #9 on Figure B-5.  As this access is positioned to serve the single 
family dwellings in the west portion of the Corsica Development only, it should be designed as a minor 
pedestrian and bicycle access only.

 � Under the Corisca Development plan, there is an 60-metre wide access point from the east portion of 
the Corsica Development to the DDO Lands.  See Access #10 on Figure B-5.  Under the Minutes of Settle-
ment, this access point is to contain a 0.30 hectare public park designed principally to provide a play-
ground for residents of the Corsica Development; however, the exact location of this playground is not 
prescribed.

 � The access point from the east portion of the Corsica Development has potential as a major entrance to 
the DDO Lands due to the following factors:

 � The width of the access allows for a major access.

 � The required playground area can relocated or otherwise designed to create a major access

 � The access is at the end of “A” Street, the only street in the Corsica Development that connects to 
Bayview Avenue.

 � “A” Street abuts the area containing both the Corsica stormwater ponds and the wetlands area of 
the DDO Lands.

 � There are no other viable major access points on the east side of the DDO Lands.

 � The access point from the east portion of the Corsica Development should be considered as a major 
pedestrian, bicycle, service and potential vehicular or vehicular drop-off area for the DDO Lands.    Con-
sideration should be given to ensuring “A” Street incorporates a multi-use pathway to provide access to 

the DDO Lands as a whole and to provide a connection between the wetlands and the other portions of 
the DDO Lands.

 � At the southeast corner of the DDO Lands, there is a privately-held 1.8-hectare undeveloped property.   
See Access #11 on Figure B-5.  This property represents an opportunity to create a secondary pedes-
trian, bicycle and service entrance into the DDO Lands.  This access will be particularly important if an 
access to the wetlands from “A” Street is not created.

 � There is currently an access from Gordon Rowe Crescent to the 16th Avenue Public School rear school-
yard.  See Access #12 on Figure B-5.   The Town should consider an arrangement whereby this access is 
extended west to the Panhandle Lands, or north into the main DDO Lands, in order to provide a conve-
nient pedestrian and bicycle access into the DDO Lands for the neighborhood to the southeast.

Key Points for Master Plan

 � As the only direct access point from the DDO Lands to a major arterial road, the 16th Avenue ac-
cess should be developed as the principal gateway to the DDO Lands, with a redesigned frontage 
onto 16th Avenue and pedestrian, bicycle, service, vehicular and transit access, as well a direct 
connection to parking.

 � A pedestrian and cycling bridge over the CNR Bala Line would create a connection to Yonge 
Street and highlight the Elms Lea farm laneway as an important heritage feature.   A pedestrian 
bridge access at this location could be developed as a major gateway to the DDO Lands if the 
Town acquired all or a portion of the adjacent industrial lands and added a formal entrance, 
parking and a transit stop at this location.

 � The access point from the east portion of the Corsica Development at A Street should be a major 
pedestrian, bicycle, service and potential vehicular or vehicular drop-off area for the DDO Lands.    
A Street should incorporate a multi-use pathway to provide access to the DDO Lands as a whole 
and to provide a connection between the wetlands and the other portions of the DDO Lands.

 � The other access points shown on Figure B-5, including Donalda Drive, should be developed as 
secondary pedestrian, bicycle and, in some cases, service entrances to the DDO Lands.  In the 
case of the Dovestone Park, any access must accommodate existing drainage patterns, and steps 
must be taken to prevent persons crossing the CNR Bala Line to Bridgeview Park.

 � The current access to the 16th Avenue Public School rear schoolyard from Gordon Rowe Cres-
cent should be extended west to the Panhandle Lands or north to the main DDO Lands to create 
a convenient secondary entrance for residents of the neighborhood to the southeast of the DDO 
Lands. 

 � If it is not possible to create sufficient access to the wetland from “A” Street, the Town should 
consider acquiring the undeveloped property at the southeast corner of the DDO Lands in order 
to create a secondary pedestrian, bicycle and service entrance.
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pital.  Bus route 85/85C (Rutherford Road) operates along 16th Avenue from beyond Islington Avenue 
to beyond Leslie Street and includes stops at Vaughan Mills Terminal and Rutherford GO Terminal (on 
weekdays).   The current stop closest to the DDO Lands is located only 100 metres from the Panhandle 
Lands at 16th Avenue and Elm Avenue.

1.3.2 Surrounding Roads, Transit Routes, Bicycle Routes and Trails 

1.3.2.1 Roads

 � The DDO Lands are bordered by roads only to the north (Hillsview Avenue) and south (16th Avenue).  To 
the east, there is a planned access to the DDO Lands from the Corisca Development from “A” Street.  “A” 
Street is proposed as the only connection to Bayview Avenue from the Corsica Development.  See Figure 
B-6.

 � Although Hillsview Avenue is to be widened as part of the Corsica Development plan, it dead ends at the 
CNR Bala Line and is primarily a residential street and therefore will not support a major access into the 
DDO Lands.  There is a signalized pedestrian and bicycle crossing at the west end of Hillsview Avenue.  
See Figure B-7.  As noted in the Transportation Impact Assessment written by MMM Group for the Cor-
sica Development MESP, this crossings is “not well marked and not very pedestrian/cyclist friendly” and 
should be improved in anticipation of more use once the DDO Lands are opened.

 � Bayview Avenue has been identified by York Region as a congested corridor with key Regional intersec-
tions operating at or near capacity.  Development of access points to the DDO Lands should not contrib-
ute further to the congestion on Bayview Avenue.

 � 16th Avenue is currently a four-lane arterial road with left turn lanes but no traffic signal at the entranc-
es to both Elvis Stojko Arena and 16th Avenue Public School.   Under the Town’s Transportation Master 
Plan (2006) and York Region’s 10-Year Roads Capital Construction Plan, 16th Avenue is to be widened 
from four to six lanes with the addition of a high-occupancy vehicle in each direction between 2019 and 
2023.   As part of this improvement to 16th Avenue York Region and the Town should assess the need 
for the addition of a traffic signal at the entrance to the DDO Lands.   

1.3.2.2 Transit

 � Transit service relevant to the DDO Lands is comprised of GO Transit commuter rail and bus service, bus 
rapid transit operated by York Region Rapid Transit (Viva/Next), surface bus service operated by York 
Region Transit and community bus service operated by York Region.  Transit routes relevant to the DDO 
Lands are shown on Figure B-8.

 � The GO Transit Richmond rail line and #61 Richmond Hill bus line each stops at Langstaff GO station at 
Red Maple Road and Highway 7 and at Richmond Hill GO station at Newkirk Road and Major Macken-
zie Drive.   This distance of these stations to the DDO Lands is such that transit users have to transfer to 
VIVA Blue rapid transit or the #86 Newkirk Red Maple bus route in order to reach the DDO Lands conve-
niently.  There is no local shuttle service.

 � VIVA Rapid Transit Blue has stops on Yonge Street at the intersections of Carville Road/16th Avenue and 
Weldrick Road.  The Carville Road/Richmond Hill stop is located a 10-minute walk from a potential pe-
destrian bridge access into the DDO Lands at Observatory Lane  (see Section 1.3.1).  The Weldrick Road 
stop is an 8-minute walk to the Donalda Drive access on Hillsview Avenue.

 � York Region Transit operates bus route #86 (Newkirk Red Maple) with stops that include Richmond Hill 
Centre Station, Langstaff GO Station, Richmond Hill Go Station and Bernard Terminal.   The current stop 
closest to the DDO Lands is a 5-minute walk from Donalda Drive.

 � York Region Transit operates two bus routes along 16th Avenue with stops near the DDO Lands.   Bus 
route #16 (16th Avenue) operates along 16th Avenue from Rutherford Road to Markham Stouffville Hos-

Figure B-7 - Signalized Pedestrian Crossing at Church Street South/Hillsview Avenue
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 � York Region Transit operates bus route 91/91A/91B/91E along Bayview Avenue from Finch GO Bus Ter-
minal to Lake Wilcox.  Route #91B is includes a stop at Richmond Hill Centre and Route 91E is an express 
bus operating during peak hours.   The current closest stop to the DDO Lands is located at Bayview 
Avenue and Arnwold Gate, a 6-minute walk from the proposed access to the DDO Lands to the east por-
tion of the Corsica Development.

 � Streets “A” and “B “within the Corsica Development will be built to accommodate transit vehicles, but 
not transit route within the development is currently proposed.

 � York Region Transit operates Community bus service routes 589/590 to serve the high- and medium-
density residential areas east of the DDO Lands.   The main purpose of these bus routes is to provide 
convenient transportation to local shopping malls, medical facilities and other services between 9:00am 
and 6:30pm.  The closest current stop to the DDO Lands is located at Observatory Towers residences, a 
4-minute walk from a future pedestrian rail crossing at the east end of Observatory Lane.

 � Future transit developments relevant to the DDO Lands are the extension of the Yonge Street subway 
line to Richmond Hill Centre by 2021, and a bus rapidway along Yonge Street north of Richmond Hill 
Centre by 2018.

 � The location of the Observatory complex in the north-center of the DDO Lands, as well as the fact that 
programming relating the Observatory often occurs at night, may require the establishment of a shuttle 
service from the DDO Lands to parking and transit stops.

 � The area around the DDO Lands is generally well-served by transit and its location close to Richmond Hill 
Centre should ensure that this transit infrastructure continues to improve and better connect the DDO 

Lands, both locally and regionally.  However, the following improvements to transit to serve the DDO 
Lands should be considered:

 � If a pedestrian bridge over the CNR Bala Line at the east end of Observatory Lane is built, a regular 
bus route stop should be established near this bridge in order to better connect this access to Yonge 
Street.

 � A shuttle service from Langstaff or Richmond Hill GO Station should be considered if a major attrac-
tion is established, or special events held, on the DDO Lands.

 � Special consideration should be given to a shuttle to support evening activities at the Observatory 
Complex.

1.3.2.3 Bicycle Routes and Trails

 � Existing cycling routes and trails, along with future cycling routes and trails proposed under York Region 
and Town of Richmond Hill Master Plans, are shown on Figure B-9.  

 � Current cycling routes include shared roads along Observatory Lane, Sunshine Drive and Church Street 
South to the east of the DDO Lands, Hillsview Avenue and Kirsten Street to the north, and Red Maple 
Road, Elm Avenue and Fern Avenue to the south.   There is a multi-use path along Grey Alder Avenue 
that provides access to the string of green spaces south of the DDO Lands.  

 � There are existing hard surface trails east of the DDO Lands beginning at Bridgeview Park and continuing 
north along the green spaces.
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Figure B-9 - Cycling Routes and Trails
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1.4 Buildings and Parking

1.4.1 Overview

 � The buildings on the main portion of the DDO Lands reflect its history as a 19th-century farmstead that 
became the site of University of Toronto’s astronomical research campus.   Four structures exist on the 
main portion of the DDO Lands:  the Observatory Building, the Administrative Building, the Radio Shack 
the Elms Lea Farmhouse.  Each of these buildings has been designated under the Ontario Heritage Act 
under the Town’s designation By-Law No. 100-09.  The details of this heritage designation is discussed in 
Section 1.1.2 of Appendix A - Legal and Planning Context.  

 � All of these buildings, as well as Donalda Drive, the parking lot and the road to Elms Lea Farmhouse, 
remain owned by Corsica under the Minutes of Settlement (see  Section 1.1.1 of Appendix A - Legal and 
Planning Context and Figure A-1).  Due to their importance to the DDO Lands, the Heritage Buildings 
are included in the scope of the Master Plan.  In order to realize the full potential of the DDO Lands as a 
public space, it is essential for the Town obtain the ability to direct the restoration and programming of 
the Heritage Buildings, whether through acquisition, lease or other arrangement.

 � The Conservation Management Plan evaluates the condition of all heritage buildings on the DDO Lands 
and makes recommendations as to their short term and long term renovation and cyclical maintenance.  
The full Conservation Management Plan may be accessed at http://www.richmondhill.ca/subpage.
asp?pageid=david_dunlap_observatory.

 � Other buildings on or relevant to the DDO Lands are the Elvis Stojko Arena, and a well pump house lo-
cated on the site of the Corsica Development.  

1.4.2 Observatory Building

 � The Observatory Building is approximately 19m in diameter and is built to house the 1.9m telescope, the 
second largest in the world at the time of its construction.  The Observatory is a striking building with a 
beautiful copper door, a large copper dome and retractable shutters.  See Figure B-10.  The telescope is 
still operational, the largest optical telescope in Canada and one of Canada’s most significant scientific 
artifacts.

 � The Observatory building is a single-purpose building designed to house a research telescope.  It is not 
heated (except for the digital viewing room) and the telescope can only be viewed on the upper floor, 
which is not universally accessible.  There is sufficient room on the second floor to view the telescope, 
an impressive sight which has no equivalent in Canada.  See Figure B-11.

1.4.3 Administration Building

 � The Administration Building is a beautiful example of Beaux-Arts classic architecture.  Its footprint com-
prises a long rectangle with semi-octagonal projections at each end.  The hallmark of the design is sym-
metry, with a five-bay façade focused around the center bay, a semi-circular, colonnaded portico project-
ing from the broken forward frontispiece, and a parapet rising above that of the flanking wings forming 
a podium for three rooftop observatory domes - a larger one in the middle and two smaller domes at 
either end.  See Figure B-12.

 � The original plan for the Observatory Complex included a formal Beaux Arts garden that functioned to 
integrate the Observatory Building and the Administration Building but was never built.  See Figure B-13.   

 � The York Region Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan Study Final Report (2008) recommends the estab-
lishment of bicycle lanes along 16th Avenue and Bayview Avenue.  These lanes are to be built as part 
of the improvements to these roads slated for completion between 2019 and 2023.  The Town of Rich-
mond Hill Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan Study Report (2010) recommends the establishment of a 
multi-use trail along the east frontage of the DDO Lands, although this recommendation likely reflected 
the uncertainty regarding the availability of the DDO Lands at the time the report was written.

 � The DDO Lands represent a hole in the fabric of Richmond Hill’s existing and planned future cycling and 
trail network.   Due to the former uncertainty regarding the status of the DDO Lands, it has not been 
possible to plan cycling and trail connections through the DDO Lands, and in the absence of such cycling 
and trail connections, there has been no incentive to address the lack of connection across 16th Avenue.

 � The acquisition of the DDO Lands represent an important opportunity to significantly enhance the cy-
cling network in this area of Richmond Hill.  A multi-use trail connecting existing bicycle lanes at Obser-
vatory Lane, Donalda Drive and Kirsten Street, combined with an underpass at 16th Avenue and Red 
Maple Drive, would create a continuous bicycle route from Richmond Hill Centre to Richmond Hill GO 
Station and connect the DDO Lands with the string of green spaces to both the north and south.   

Key Points for the Master Plan

 � The need for a signalized intersection at 16th Avenue and Elm Avenue to accommodate the en-
trance to the DDO Lands should be assessed as part of the widening of 16th Avenue to add HOV 
and bicycle lanes planned for 2019 to 2023.

 � The signalized rail crossing at the east end of Hillsview Avenue should be improved to be more 
pedestrian and bicycle friendly.

 � The following improvements to transit to serve the DDO Lands should be considered:

 � If a pedestrian bridge over the CNR Bala Line at the east end of Observatory Lane is built, a 
regular bus route stop should be established near this bridge in order to better connect this 
access to Yonge Street.   

 � A shuttle service from Langstaff or Richmond Hill GO Station should be considered if a major 
attraction is established, or special events held, on the DDO Lands.

 � Special consideration should be given to a shuttle to support evening activities at the Observa-
tory Complex.  

 � A multi-use trail connecting existing bicycle lanes at Observatory Lane, Donalda Drive and Kirst-
en Street, combined with an underpass at 16th Avenue and Red Maple Drive would create an 
important north-south cycling and trail route.   A multi-use path along “A” Street and across the 
DDO Lands to a multi-use bridge at Observatory Lane would create a convenient east-west route, 
and consideration should be given to creating a shared roadway route on Arnwold Gate to fully 
connect to bicycle routes to the east.
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 � The current landscaping - including Donalda Drive, the parking lot, the elliptical driveway with island, 
curved hedge, and flagpole, as well as the planting directly around the building - dates from the late 
1950s and early 1960s.  The most important feature of the current landscaping is the elliptical driveway 
and island, which includes a sundial and a pathway that narrows as it runs from the Observatory to the 
island and is intended to represent the first two of Kepler’s laws of planetary motion.  Some mainte-
nance of the landscaping has been performed, but much of the plant material and hardscape is in poor 
condition.  See Figure B-14.  Overgrown trees affect the overall look of the front facade.

 � The landscaping of the 1950s and 1960s, while an important heritage feature requiring preservation, is 
not of the same architectural quality as the buildings comprising the Observatory Complex.   Construc-
tion of a new Beaux Arts garden based on the original plan should be considered as a way to enhance 
the Observatory Complex while maintaining its heritage value.

 � The interior of the Administration Building, particularly its main hall, is attractive, impressive and has 
many heritage features.  Because the building was designed as an administrative and research facility, it 
has numerous offices and classrooms on the first and second floors, a small library on the first floor, and 
several large work and storage rooms on the basement level.   This layout will allow the Administrative 
Building to accommodate many types of programming, but the lack of a large event space will mean that 
groups of more than 30 people will be difficult to accommodate except if dispersed through different 
rooms.   Significant upgrades are required to make the Administration Building universally accessible.

 � One of the most interesting features of the Administration Building are its three telescope domes.  Ac-
cording to the RASC, it is possible to bring these viewing  domes back online, which would enhance the 
value of the Administration Building for astronomy related education and outreach. 

Figure B-11 - Telescope

Figure B-12 - Administration Building

Figure B-10 - Observatory Building
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1.4.5 Elms Lea Farmhouse 

 � Elms Lea Farmhouse is a handsome dichromatic brick farmhouse with numerous exterior heritage fea-
tures.  It is generally in good condition. See Figure B-17.   

 � It has several associated heritage landscape features, including a wind row of Sugar Maple and Norway 
Spruce; a laneway towards Yonge Street with Larch, a vestigial apple orchard and some adjacent hedge-
rows.  To the southwest and southeast are former agricultural fields that afford a view of the farmhouse.    
Many of these landscape features are beautiful, but in need of restoration.  See Figure B-18.  The ex-
terior of Elms Lea Farmhouse and associated landscape have the potential to be a beautiful and iconic 
landmarks in their own right and should be treated as such in the Master Plan.   

 � The interior of Elms Lea Farmhouse has a number of designated heritage features, including its centre 
hall plan and grand winder stairway.  

 � As a heritage residential building, Elms Lea Farmhouse will not be suitable for all uses.  Certain designat-
ed interior heritage elements, such as the centre hall plan and stairway, will limit the opportunity to re-
configure rooms to suit uses.   According to the Town’s Recreation Plan, these types of constraints have 
limited the use of other heritage properties in Richmond Hill.   Programming for the Elms Lea Farmhouse 
must consider these constraints.  Accessibility will have to be addressed.  

1.4.6 Pump House

 � The Pump House is a small brick structure located near Bayview on the lands slated for development 

1.4.4 Radio Shack

 � The Radio Shack is located directly east of the Administration Building and connected by a deterio-
rated asphalt path.   Built in the mid-1950s, the Radio Shack and associated antennae were used in the 
establishment and operation of the Observatory’s radio astronomy program.  The building is in poor 
condition, overgrown and contains asbestos in the roofing and cladding.   One antenna remains.  See 
Figure B-15.  According to RASC, there is another footing for an antenna located west of the Observatory 
Complex.

 � The Radio Shack, though unimpressive as a structure, was instrumental in the ground-breaking work in 
radio astronomy accomplished at the DDO.   Renovation of the Radio Shack could be undertaken in a 
way that not only preserves its science heritage value, but also creates an interesting focal point for a 
public space.  This is especially true if certain experimental antenna were also restored, such as the “zig-
zag” antenna employed in the 1950s (see Figure B-15), or the twin antenna located west of the Observa-
tory complex.

Figure B-14 - Elliptical DrivewayFigure B-13 - Beaux Arts Landscape

Figure B-15- Radio Shack Figure B-16 - Zig Zag Antenna Figure B-17 - Elms Lea Farmhouse Exterior
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of the Corsica Development.   See Figure B-19.  The Pump House contains a wellhead and well that was 
used to supply water to the Observatory Complex prior to the provision of municipal services.   Under 
the provisions of the Minutes of Settlement, Corsica is obligated to relocate the Pump House to a loca-
tion within the DDO Lands approved by the Town and the DDO Defenders.  The Pump House has the 
potential to be a historic feature associated with an appropriate facility or area within the DDO Lands, 
such as a water feature or playground.

1.4.7 Elvis Stojko Arena

 � Elvis Stojko Arena is a single pad ice rink located in the Panhandle Lands off 16th Avenue.  The arena 
is open seasonally from September 1st to April 15th.   The arena was built in 1985.  In 2013, the arena 
underwent a $3 million renovation, focused principally on interior improvements.

 � As it currently exists, Elvis Stojko Arena is not an ideal facility to be the “face” of the DDO Lands on 16th 
Avenue.  The exterior of the building is unremarkable and lacks a strong presence on 16th Avenue, and 
the large parking lot creates a barrier between 16th Avenue and the landscaped portion of the Panhan-
dle Lands.  See Figure B-19.  Redesign of the Elvis Stojko Arena entrance, streetscape and parking should 
be considered as part of creating an entrance to the DDO Lands from 16th Avenue.

 �

1.4.8 Parking

 � There are 132 parking spaces at Elvis Stojko Arena.  These spaces are required for the arena during its 
peak period from September 1st to April 15th, but they could serve as additional parking for the DDO 
Lands during the other months.  Additional parking in the Panhandle Lands will be required for opera-
tion of the DDO Lands as a public space.

 � There are approximately 48 spaces located in the parking lot south of the Observatory Complex.  This lot 
is in poor condition and unsightly, has no heritage significance and its location detracts from the overall 
function and look of this area of the DDO Lands and should be renovated or, ideally, relocated.

Figure B-18 - Pump House 

Figure B-19 - Elvis Stojko Arena

Figure B-18 - Elms Lea Lane
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Key Points for the Master Plan

 � In order to realize the full potential of the DDO Lands, it is essential for the Town to obtain the 
ability to direct the restoration and programming of the Heritage Buildings, whether through 
acquisition, lease or other arrangement.

 � The Heritage Buildings should be restored and maintained in accordance with the recommen-
dations set out in the Conservation Management Plan.  As part of this restoration process, the 
Heritage Buildings should be made universally accessible.

 � The landscaping of the Observatory Complex has some important heritage features requiring 
preservation, but is not of the same architectural quality as the buildings.  The addition of a new 
Beaux Arts garden with elements of the Observatory Complex’s original landscape plan should be 
considered as a way to enhance the Observatory Complex while maintaining its heritage value.

 � The classrooms, offices, workrooms and library of the Administration Building will provide an 
excellent venue for many types of programming involving groups of up to 30 people, but one or 
more larger event spaces should be created either by renovation of the Administration Building 
or the addition of a new interpretative centre.  

 � The Administration Building’s telescope domes are a key feature that should be restored to work-
ing order to support the expansion of astronomy education and outreach.

 � The Radio Shack should be restored in a manner that both celebrates its science heritage value 
and creates an interesting focal point within the DDO Lands.  This could be accomplished, in part, 
by restoring the more interesting experimental antenna that once were used on the site, such as 
the “zig-zag” antenna employed in the 1950s, or the twin antenna located west of the Observa-
tory Complex.

 � The exterior of Elms Lea Farmhouse and associated landscape has the potential to be an iconic 
and beautiful landmark in its own right and should be featured as such in the Master Plan.

 � The Pump House has the potential to be a historic feature if it is associated with an appropriate 
facility or area within the DDO Lands, such as a water feature or playground.

 � Redesign of the Elvis Stojko Arena entrance, streetscape and parking should be considered as 
part of creating an entrance to the DDO Lands from 16th Avenue.

 � Additional parking will be required in the Panhandle Lands in order to support the operation 
of the DDO Lands as a public space.  The current parking lot serving the Observatory Complex 
should be renovated or relocated.

1.5 Natural Heritage Resources

1.5.1 Topography and Hydrology

 � Figure B-21 shows the topography of the DDO Lands.  Generally, the site is characterized by the slight 
knoll on which the Observatory Complex is sited and gentle grades compatible with diverse uses and ac-
cessibility.  There are slopes exceeding 7% in the northwest corner of the DDO Lands that will need to be 
taken into account in the design of trails meeting accessibility requirements.  There is also a constructed 
ridge of 11% at the south end of Observatory Park in the Panhandle Lands that will have to be taken into 
account or modified in order to facilitate universal access.

 � Figure B-22 shows the hydrology of the DDO Lands and proposed Corsica Development, including per-
manent and seasonal water features, overland drainage patterns and watersheds.

 � Overland drainage is a function of the knoll on which the Observatory Complex sits, with run-off from 
the south-west portion of the site to an existing ditch on the west side of the CNR Bala Line, where it 
outfalls to the adjacent German Mills Creek.   Run-off from the east portion of the site drains easterly or 
south-easterly to the existing stormwater system along Bayview Avenue.  There are no areas of erosion 
or slope instability on the DDO Lands.

 � There are no mapped watercourses on the DDO Lands.  Borehole investigations on the site have estab-
lished groundwater levels to be relatively high, resulting in localized natural springs in the southeast 
corner of the site that feed the only permanent water features:   a dug pond, a small meadow marsh 
and numerous small watercourses from the springs to the meadow marsh.  Collectively, these features 

11.4%
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Figure B-21 - Site Topography
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Key Points for the Master Plan

 � There are two areas on the DDO Lands – the sloped woodlands east of the Observatory Complex 
and the ridge in the Panhandle Lands – where grades exceed 5%.  These areas must be taken into 
account to ensure universal accessibility. 

 � Seasonal flooding occurs in the southeast corner of the DDO Lands and should be taken into ac-
count in the design of any access there.

 � The design of the Corsica Development stormwater ponds should, to the extent possible, in-
crease the size of the Wetlands and enhance their ecological operation.  The Wetlands should be 
made accessible in an environomentally responsible manner.

are referred to as the Wetlands.   See Figures B-23 and B-24.  There is also evidence of seasonal water 
courses and ponding at the southeast corner of the site during significant run-off periods.  

 � The Wetlands are important in that they are the only source of water for wildlife on the DDO Lands, are 
home to certain locally rare plant species, and are located within the one of only two native woodland 
areas on the DDO Lands.  However, the Wetlands are currently very small, difficult to distinguish and are 
home to no fish or amphibians (see Figure B-24 and Section 1.5.3).  Under the Minutes of Settlement, 
Corsica has agreed to “make all reasonable efforts to enhance and enlarge the Wetlands to the greatest 
extent possible” in the design of the stormwater ponds for the Corsica Development.  See Appendix-A - 
Legal and Planning Context, Section 1.1.4.  

 � The nearest watershed to the DDO Lands is German Mills Creek, across the CNR Bala Line at the south-
east corner of the site.   There is no direct hydrological connection from the DDO Lands to German Mills 
Creek, other than run-off from the site entering the watershed from the drainage ditch at the south east 
or the stormwater system along Bayview Avenue.  German Mills Creek is a subwatershed of the Don Riv-
er, and highly degraded due to channelization and sewage outfalls.  Under the Don River Management 
Plan, the section of the German Mills adjacent to the DDO Lands is targeted for restoration.  Due to the 
presence of the CNR Bala line, it will be difficult to create an ecological connection from the DDO Lands 
to German Mills Creek without costly infrastructure, such as wildlife tunnels, which may be difficult to 
justify given the absence of ecological corridors of regional or provincial scale in this area.   However, 
the presence of German Mills Creek in this area has created a series of green spaces north, south and 
east of the DDO Lands that should be connected to the DDO Lands through multi-use trails (see Section 
1.3.2.3).

Figure B-23 - Dug Pond in Wetlands

Figure B-24 - Meadow Marsh in Wetlands

Figure B-22 - Site Hydrology
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1.5.2 Vegetation

 � There are numerous and diverse vegetative communities on the DDO Lands, all of which are the result 
of human activities, either deliberate planting or natural succession following farming and abandon-
ment.  For the purposes of this analysis, the vegetative communities of the DDO Lands have been 
grouped into five categories, as shown on Figure B-25:

 � Woodlands

 � Meadows

 � Landscaped Areas 

 � Hedgerows

 � Wetlands

1.5.2.1 Woodlands

 � Woodlands comprise 20.5 hectares or 45.7% of the DDO Lands.  Woodlands include all areas considered 
“significant woodlands” under the Provincial Policy Statement (2005) or “woodlands” under the York 
Region Conservation By-Law (2005).  Woodlands therefore include both forests and thickets, whether 
native or planted and whether primarily deciduous or coniferous.   Woodlands include the tree planta-
tions specifically identified as heritage assets under the Heritage Designation By-Law and the Conserva-
tion Management Plan.

 � Given the status of Woodlands as areas for conservation under natural heritage and, in some cases, 
cultural heritage laws and policies, any future use of the Woodlands area should not have a significantly 
negative impact the Woodlands, their ecological function or, where applicable, their heritage value.  
Generally, this means low-impact uses such as hiking and multi-use trails, with associated infrastructure 
relating to wayfinding and interpretative signage, sanitary and rest facilities, universal access and barri-
ers or boardwalks to prevent damage to environmentally sensitive areas. 

 � The Woodlands are characterized by a number of problematic existing conditions: 

 � Abundant dead trees and branches due to the lack of past forest management, posing a significant 
hazard to public use

 � The predominance of ash species, which are uniformly dying due to the presence of Emerald Ash 
Borer, creating more dead trees

 � The overstocking of many tree plantations that requires thinning in order to ensure future health

 � The predominance of invasive shrub and herbaceous species, which will have to be removed and 
controlled to ensure that a diverse collection of plants will have the opportunity to grow in these 
areas

1.5.2.2 Meadows

 � Meadows comprise 8.7 hectares or 19.2% of the DDO Lands.    Meadows are areas with less than 50% 
woody plant coverage located east, south and west of the Elms Lea farmhouse.  They are the result of 
agricultural fields left uncultivated for several years.    

 � Under the terms of the Minutes of Settlement, most of the Meadows are to be replanted with trees to 
compensate for woodlands lost to the Corsica Development.  However, there are a number of factors 
that suggest preservation of the Meadows is the better option:

 � Preservation of some Meadows will ensure more diversity of plants and animals on the site.  For 
example, a inventory of bird species on the DDO Lands found both forest and meadow species (see 
Section 1.5.3)

 � Preservation of some Meadows better highlights the heritage assets associated with the Elms Lea 
farmhouse.   The Meadows best reflect the field pattern specifically identified in the Heritage Desig-
nation By-Law and create views are necessary to fully appreciate the hedgerows, laneway, orchard 
and farmhouse.  

 � The Meadows allow for more diverse programming than woodlands.   The Meadows can more read-
ily accommodate a variety of recreational uses, such as picnic areas and informal sports areas.

 � Preservation of some Meadows is more cost-effective, as meadows are less expensive to maintain 
and the funds from Corsica earmarked for replanting can be directed to the extensive maintenance 
of the existing Woodlands described in Section 1.5.2.1 above.

1.5.2.3 Landscaped Areas

 � Landscaped Areas comprise 13.7 hectares or 30.7% of the DDO Lands.  These are the areas associated 
with the Observatory Complex or the Elms Lea farmhouse that were originally lawns and planted with 
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Figure B-25- Vegetation
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trees for shade, shelter, food, cultural or aesthetic purposes.  Landscaped Areas include the following 
heritage assets identified under the Heritage Designation By-Law or the Conservation Management 
Plan (see Appendix A- Legal and Planning Context - Section 1.1.2):  the specimen trees planted around 
the Observatory Complex, the shelterbelt trees around the Elms Lea farmhouse and the remnant apple 
orchard.

 � Given their historic use for shade, shelter, food, cultural or aesthetic purposes, the Landscaped Areas 
should be considered for similar uses within the Master Plan, subject only to specific heritage require-
ments.  Uses of this type could include arboretums, formal lawns and gardens, picnic areas, playgrounds, 
and community or demonstration gardens.

 � The Landscaped Areas are characterized by a number of problematic existing conditions:

 � Abundant dead or dying trees and branches and due to the lack of past management, posing a sig-
nificant hazard to public use

 � Overgrown species that require pruning or replacement to be of aesthetic or heritage value

 � The extensive deterioration of the orchard, due to lack of maintenance

 � The extensive deterioration of many  lawn areas, due to lack of maintenance

1.5.2.4 Hedgerows

 � Hedgerows comprise 1.7 hectares or 3.8% of the DDO Lands.  Hedgerows are linear vegetative com-
munities with more than 50% tree or shrub coverage and include strips along the boundary of the DDO 
Lands, strips between old fields, and the Larch treeline along the original laneway from Yonge Street.    
Only internal hedgerows are identified as heritage assets in the Conservation Management Plan, and 
some areas identified as “fence rows” in the Conservation Management Plan are not marked by vegeta-
tive hedgerows, but all hedgerows and remnant hedgerows help define the field pattern central to the 
cultural heritage landscape and should be restored.

 � The Hedgerows are characterized by a number of problematic existing conditions:

 � Trees of varying health and age, including two hedgerows with poor tree health

 � The predominance of invasive shrub species, which will have to be removed and controlled to ensure 
that a diverse collection of plants will have the opportunity to grow in these areas

 � Overgrown species that require pruning or replacement to be of aesthetic or heritage value

1.5.2.5 Wetlands

 � Wetlands comprise 0.2 hectares or 0.04% of the DDO Lands.  The Wetlands are a very small area of 
groundwater discharge and are dominated by Reed Canary Grass and associated wetland plants.   As dis-
cussed in Section 1.4.1 above, the design of the Corsica Development stormwater ponds should, to the 
extent possible, increase the size of the Wetlands and enhance their ecological operation.  The Wetlands 
should be made accessible in an environomentally responsible manner.

1.5.2.6 Significant Plant Species

 � There are four significant plant species on the DDO Lands (see Figure B-25):

 � Four butternut trees, a nationally and provincially endangered species, located in the northwest 
Woodlands

 � Swamp red current, considered locally rare, located in the west Woodlands and the Wetlands

 � Dwarf Raspberry, considered locally rare, located in the Wetlands

 � Bog Goldenrod, considered locally rare, located in the Wetlands

 � Any future use of the DDO Lands should not negatively impact these significant plants.

Key Points for the Master Plan

 � The Woodlands on the DDO Lands must be conserved for ecological and, in many cases, heritage 
reasons.   The Woodlands should be reserved for low-impact uses such as hiking and multi-use trails 
and associated infrastructure.

 � A portion of the Meadows on the DDO Lands should be preserved, not forested, for reasons of ecol-
ogy, heritage, flexibility of use and cost.

 � Given their historic use for shade, shelter, food, cultural or aesthetic purposes, the Landscaped Areas 
should be considered for similar uses within the Master Plan, subject only to specific heritage re-
quirements.

 � The Hedgerows should be restored to help emphasis the agricultural component of the cultural heri-
tage landscape.

 � The design of the Corsica Development stormwater ponds should, to the extent possible, increase 
the size of the Wetlands and enhance their ecological operation.  The Wetlands should be made ac-
cessible in an environomentally responsible manner..

 � All vegetative communities within the DDO Lands suffer from years of neglect.  The problem is par-
ticularly acute in the Woodlands, due to a lack of forest management and the decline of ash trees 
– the predominant species– due to disease.   A comprehensive restoration program must be under-
taken to ensure that the DDO Land’s vegetative communities can be safely enjoyed and to restore or 
preserve their aesthetic and heritage value.

 � There are several ecologically significant plants on the DDO Lands that should not be negatively im-
pacted by future use.

1.5.3 Wildlife

 � According to the report by Beacon Environmental for the Corsica MESP:

 � No amphibians were recorded as breeding on the DDO Lands and only one amphibian (a Leopard 
Frog) was observed.  

 � There is no suitable breeding habitat on site for amphibians.
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1.6 Views

 � There are numerous important views and view corridors on or relating to the DDO Lands that need to be 
preserved or enhanced.  

 � The Conservation Management Plan identifies several views and view corridors that define the cultural 
heritage landscape.   See Figure B-26.  Many of these terminate at existing vegetation.  Some, such as 
the view from the Administration Building to the Radio Shack, have been obscured by vegetation.

 � Although the views corridors identified in the Conservation Management Plan are important, there are 
other views that extend beyond the cultural heritage precinct that also impactful in establishing the 
DDO Lands as an iconic site.   These views are shown on Figure B-27 and include:

 � The view from the south end of the Panhandle Lands to the Observatory (View #1 on Figure B-27).  
The topography of the site allows the Observatory to be seen from the south end of the Panhandle 
Lands at the top of the stairs.    A hedgerow at the border of the Panhandle and mature trees closer 
to the Observatory partially obscure this view.   A clear view from the south Panhandle to the Obser-
vatory would create a powerful and iconic connection that would re-establish an original axial rela-
tionship planned for the DDO Lands until concern over car headlights led to the creation of Donalda 
Drive.   The planning of the site, including removal or trimming of trees, should enhance this view.

 � The view from the former agricultural field in the southwest portion of the site to the Elms Lea Farm-
house (View #2 on Figure B-27).  The Elms Lea farmhouse, and the field itself, are important heritage 
assets on the DDO Lands associated with the site’s agricultural history.  The best view of the farm-
house is from the field.  The planning of the site, including decisions regarding reforestation, should 
preserve and enhance this view.

 � There may be a view of the Observatory from the planned access at “A” Street from the Corsica De-
velopment (View #3 on Figure B-27).  Although this view is not important enough to remove trees, 
no new plantings or facilities should be located so as to obscure this view.

 � The Observatory can be seen from the intersection of Yonge Street and 16th Avenue (View #4 on 
Figure B-27) and from the intersection of Yonge Street and Weldrick Road (View # 5 on Figure B-27). 
There may be a view of the Observatory from Bayview Avenue following construction of the Corsica 
Development (View #6 on Figure B-27).  These views are important and the Town may wish to con-
sider restrictions on future development that may obscure these views.

Key Points for the Master Plan

 � The views that help define the cultural heritage landscape of the DDO Lands should be preserved 
and enhanced.

 � A clear view from the south Panhandle to the Observatory would create a powerful and iconic con-
nection that would re-establish an original axial relationship planned for the DDO Lands.  The plan-
ning of the site, including removal or trimming of trees, should enhance this view.

 � The Elms Lea farmhouse and the former agricultural fields are important heritage assets associated 
with the site’s agricultural history.  The best view of the farmhouse is from the west field.  The plan-
ning of the site, including decisions regarding reforestation, should preserve and enhance this view.

 � No reptiles were recorded on site, although the habitat suggests that the Eastern Garter Snake prob-
ably occurs in small numbers.

 � A total of 36 species of birds were recorded on the DDO Lands during two breeding bird surveys in 
June 2009.  These birds are varied and can be divided into three habitat areas:  successional areas, 
deciduous forest and coniferous plantation.

 � Some birds observed are generalists and are well adapted to a wide range of habitats.  However, 
there are a number of species that are area-sensitive, including:

 � White-breasted Nuthatch, Red-breasted Nuthatch, Sharp-shinned Hawk and Pine Warbler, each of 
which requires the deciduous or coniferous forest found on the site.

 � Savannah Sparrow, Field Sparrow , Yellow-throated Vireo and Barn Swallow, each of which require 
meadows of the type found on the site.

 � A total of eight species of mammals were found on the site:  Meadow Vole, Eastern Cottontail, East-
ern Chipmunk, Gray  Squirrel, Red Squirrel, Coyote, Raccoon, and White-tailed Deer.  All are common 
species in southern Ontario.

 � According to a report by Beacon Environmental commissioned specifically to evaluate the deer popula-
tion on the site, there are a small number of deer that will be able to adapt naturally to the changes to 
the site resulting from the construction of the Corsica Development. 

 � There are virtually no ecological linkages between the DDO Lands and surrounding natural areas.  The 
DDO Lands are surrounded on three sides by major arterial roads and a railway line.  The nearest “natu-
ral feature” is German Mills Creek to the west and this is not itself a major ecological linkage.   More-
over, the CNR line represents a major barrier to wildlife movement.  Nevertheless, access to German 
Mills Creek would provide a beneficial connection for the wildlife on the DDO Lands, so any reasonable 
opportunity to make this connection should be considered.

Key Points for the Master Plan

 � There is currently no breeding habitat for amphibians on the DDO Lands.  The construction of the 
stormwater ponds and any enhancement of the Wetlands should provide this habitat.

 � There are several species of habitat-sensitive birds on the site, including several species that require 
meadow habitat.   Diverse habitat should be maintained on the DDO Lands to support these bird 
species.

 � The deer population is small on the DDO Lands and can adapt naturally to changes to the site result-
ing from the construction of the Corsica Development.

 � There are virtually no ecological linkages between the DDO Lands and surrounding natural areas.  
Access for mammals to the nearest natural area, German Mills Creek, would be beneficial, so any 
reasonable opportunity to establish this connection in future should be considered.
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Key Point for the Master Plan

 � As the Archeological and First Nations Study suggests, the DDO Lands have limited archeological 
potential, and therefore restoring and incorporating existing heritage features should be the focus of 
the design and programming of the DDO Lands.

 � There may be a view of the Observatory from the planned access at “A” Street from the Corsica De-
velopment.  Although this view is not important enough to remove trees, no new plantings or facili-
ties should be located so as to obscure this view.

 � The Observatory can be seen from the intersections of Yonge Street and 16th Avenue and Yonge 
Street and Weldrick Road. There may be a view of the Observatory from Bayview Avenue follow-
ing construction of the Corsica Development.  These views are important and the Town may wish to 
consider restrictions on future development that obscure these views.

1.7 Archeology

 � An Archeological and First Nations Policy Study was completed for the Town pursuant to the Town’s Of-
ficial Plan in 2009.  The study made the following findings relevant to the DDO Lands:

 � Early 19th-century maps suggest two homesteads existed on the west side of the DDO Lands 

 � There are no First Nations settlements known to be located within or near the DDO Lands

 � The “composite archeological potential” of the DDO Lands is limited to the area immediately around 
the two homestead locations. 
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APPENDIX C - PRECEDENT SITES

NINE PRINCIPLES OF GREAT PARKS

1. IMAGE AND IDENTITY
• Recognized identity that helps define community

2. ATTRACTIONS AND DESTINATIONS
• Power of 10 - 10 attractions with 10 things to do will fully program 

a park

3. AMENITIES
• Must have amenities that make it comfortable and convenient to 

use

4. FLEXIBLE DESIGN
• Park requirements change over time, seasons - design must be 

able to accommodate changes easily

5. SEASONAL STRATEGY
• Must have strategy to be used in all seasons - esp. winter

6. ACCESS
• Must be easy to get to by multiple modes of transportation

7. INNER PARK AND OUTER PARK
• Olmstead idea:  outer ring of park should establish connections 

that draw people into inner park

8. EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
• Must be well-managed and benefit from ongoing programming - 

few successful examples without community involvement

9. DIVERSE FUNDING SOURCES
• Successful parks typically require resources beyond budget of lo-

cal government - need diverse funding

#1  STANLEY PARK - Vancouver

#3 CENTRAL PARK, New York

#8 IBIRAPEURA PARK, Sao Paulo #11 SINGAPORE BOTANIC GARDENS
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HAMSTEAD HEATH, LONDON, UK

• Eight hundred acres of lawns, woodlands, paths, and ponds located in north-central London.  Large ar-
ray of sports facilities and swimming ponds.  Small museum in Kenwood House, a heritage building.

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• City of London acquired land in trust and operates park
• Trust has board consisting of City Councillors and one member of Hampstead and Heath Society
• Consultative Board is made up of local citizens and users who comment on management
• Hamstead and Heath Society is similar to DDO Defenders

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Combination of active sports facilities, lawns and naturalized areas creates varied experiences that 

promote use
• Viewsheds important - Parliament Hill highest point in London
• Significant resources devoted to maintaining ecological integrity and biodiversity, despite urban location 

and heavy use
• Governance model keeps full control with City but facilitates ongoing consultation
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PROSPECT PARK, Brooklyn, New York
• 585-acre park in the heart of Brooklyn features the 90-acre Long Meadow, the 60-acre Lake and Brook-

lyn’s only forest. 
• Attractions include the nation’s first urban Audubon Center, the Prospect Park Zoo, and the Celebrate 

Brooklyn! Performing Arts Festival 

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Prospect Park Alliance is a non-profit organization founded in 1987 to restore Prospect Park after years 

of budget cuts, a steady deterioration of the Park’s natural areas and structures, and fewer and fewer 
visitors

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Prospect Park is “the unique result of natural forces and human ingenuity”.  e.g. - commemorative tree 

register  
• Demonstrates that “designed nature” can be very effective as park concept
• Shows importance of dedicated citizen’s group to maintain park and create new attractions
• Shows importance of a few key attractions combined with generous passive recreation areas
• Entrances important - especially as environment becomes more urban
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WAVE HILL, BRONX, NEW YORK

• 28-acre public garden and cultural center overlooking the Hudson River and Palisades in the northwest 
Bronx.   1843 house recently restored.

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• City of New York owns buildings and park
• Non-profit corporation with board and large staff

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Impressive array of programming
• Botanical gem offers programs in Horticulture, Environmental Education, Woodland Management, and 

the visual, literary, and performing arts, for visitors of all ages.  
• Hosts weddings and events.
• Sophisticated school programs tailored to state curriculum.  Summer camps
• College courses in mapping, environmental science and woodland management
• Art exhibits, art workshops, cooking, family art, small concerts, lectures
• Honey tasting, candle making, gardening, horticultural tours, birding, nature walks
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KING’S PARK, PERTH, AUSTRALIA
• 4.06-square-kilometre (1,003-acre) park located on the western edge of the central business district in 

Perth
• Mixture of grassed parkland, botanical gardens and natural bushland on Mount Eliza with two thirds of 

the grounds conserved as native bushland. 
• Home to over 300 native plant varieties and 80 bird species

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Botanic Gardens & Parks Authority is board created by statute appointed by state Minister of Environ-

ment - 200 staff
• Friends of King Park assists with maintenance and programming (smaller role)

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Two thirds of park is protected bushland
• Extensive science staff affiliated with local universities
• Extensive education programs at all levels
• Good combination botanic gardens and naturalized areas
• Offers commercial photography licenses as fundraiser
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JARDINS DE METIS/REDFORD GARDENS, RIMOUSKI, QUEBEC

• Extensive private garden converted into a public garden that host the International Garden Festival, an 
annual art garden festival that has become an important event 

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Friends of the Garden, a not-for-profit entity that runs the garden based on fees and donations

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Combination of gardens and art that could be an example for DDO
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KING’S PARK NATURESCAPE, PERTH, AUSTRALIA

• Large children’s discovery area in King’s Garden
• Has playground like elements but is billed as a place to experience nature for urban children
• Outdoor classrooms for education program

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Created with large donation from Rio Tinto
• Falls under purview of Botanic Gardens & Parks Authority
• Relies heavily on volunteers

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Unique combination of playground and environmental discovery area
• Good list of activities that constitute play but build ecological awareness
• Supports education program
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CLOSE GARDEN OF SCIENCE, REHOVOT, ISRAEL

• 10,000 square meters of green lawns are home to nearly 80 hands-on exhibits, demonstrating the laws 
of physics, solar energy, water power and other natural phenomena.

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Run by the Weitzmann Institute - Israeli science university

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Successful science park is precedent for growth in outdoor science exhibits
• Shows how science parks facilitate the educational use of natural resources like sun, wind, and water, 

and complement and expand indoor activities with visually attractive, cost-effective outdoor correlates
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SCIENCE PLAYGROUND - NEW YORK HALL OF SCIENCE, 
NEW YORK

• Through dozens of playground elements like slides, seesaws, sand pits, and fog machines, visitors of all 
ages and abilities can explore the scientific principles of motion, balance, sound, sight and simple ma-
chines, as well as sun, wind and water.  $5 fee for 45 minutes

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Run by New York Hall of Science

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Successful science park is precedent for growth in outdoor science exhibits
• Shows how science parks facilitate the educational use of natural resources like sun, wind, and water, 

and complement and expand indoor activities with visually attractive, cost-effective outdoor correlates
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HIGH PARK CHILDREN’S GARDEN, TORONTO, CA

• One acre children’s garden in High Park.

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Toronto Parks and Recreation program staff, parks staff, program participants, volunteers and commu-

nity members work together to maintain the garden. 
• High Park Volunteer Stewardship Committee regularly visit the garden to monitor it
• An informal neighborhood and volunteer watch prevent vandalism and damage to the garden

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Wheelchair accessible, nearby transit, open, bright and easy to see from the roadside. Colorful signs 

also help identify the space. 
• Another habitat or ecosystem within the park, full of insect and wildlife species
• Increase public use of the south end of High Park and to diversify its users
• Most or all of the space is used for children’s garden programming. Programs are delivered to school 

groups at the garden space during summer
• Family Garden Drop-in program make the garden become a hot spot for community gatherings
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SCULPTURAL PLAYGROUND, WIESBADEN, GERMANY

• Playground in heart of Wiesbadan developed with artist to have sculptural quality

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Playground

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Shows impact of interesting design
• Result of design competition
• Higher quality design goes with important site
• Different from standard playground makes it a destination 
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PACIFIC SPIRIT REGIONAL PARK, VANCOUVER, CA

• 874 hectares (2,160 acres)park located in the University Endowment Lands, on Point Grey to the west 
of the city of Vancouver, British Columbia.

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• 73 km of walking/hiking trails, 50 km of which are designated multi-use and available for cycling and 

horseback riding
• The Pacific Spirit Park Society is a community-based volunteer organization that works with Metro Van-

couver to provide stewardship for park

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Extensive rules for dog walking - times and restrictions
• No off trail hiking allowed - permit for off-trail use required.
• Bog area 
• Use of boardwalks
• Interpretive signage

Spanish Bank Creek

TRAIL INFORMATION

Trail Distance Walking
Time  
(approx.)

Terrain Comments

Forest Discovery 
Interpretive Trail 
– from park centre 

1.5 km 
loop trail

1/2 hr. Level trail suitable 
for all ages and 
abilities.  Wheelchair 
accessible.

Discover second growth forest 
habitats.  Enjoy interpretive signs 
en route.

Iva Mann 
Loop Walk

8 km
full loop

2 - 21/2 hrs.  
for full loop

Level, easy trails. In honour of Iva Mann’s 
commitment to the 
preservation of the endowment 
lands as a Regional Park.  

Upland Forest 
Trails

73 kms of 
trail options

1/2 - 4 hrs. Variable trail 
conditions.   
Some short climbs.

Experience a diversity of forest 
types in an urban setting.

Beach Walk
Wreck Beach 
– Acadia to Trail 7

5 km 
one way 

minimum 
3 hrs.  
one way

Rocky/sandy shore-
line; challenging 
trail from Trail 6 to 
Trail 7.  

View scenic vistas of city and 
mountains.  At low tide, explore 
extensive flats.   

Wreck Beach is clothing optional.
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DZINTARI FOREST PARK, JURMALA, LATVIA

• 13 hectares of protected 200-year old pine forest in Jurmala Latvia
• Infrastructure regulates visitors’ interaction with nature to reduce the impact of human activity on the 

environment

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING

• In line skating track, skate-board and street-ball grounds, a children playground, cafes, sports inventory 
rental, toilets and other buildings

• Observation tower

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Use of trees for playground and activities by creating boardwalks
• Low impact buildings
• Contemporary aesthetic
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ST JACQUES ECOLOGICAL PARK, VILLE DE SAINT JACQUES DE LA LANDE, 
FRANCE

• 40 hectare park combining modern minimalist aesthetic with naturalized park setting
• Includes forests, meadows and wetlands

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Unknown

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Great example of how to combine naturalized park setting with beautiful aesthetic for creating unique, 

contemporary areas for passive recreation
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MONT-EVRIN PARK, MONTEVRAIN, FRANCE

• 20 hectare park set on former agricultural lands
• Environment based on the rural landscape of the surrounding countryside: prairies, hedge-rows, small 

woods, and a vast wetland associated with the creation of a storm-water basin.

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Seating and paths in naturalized areas
• Small orchard

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Simple use of agricultural land layout and naturalized areas
• Low cost infrastructure and interesting aesthetic creates very achievable, flexible space capable of fur-

ther development
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ROYAL PARK WETLAND, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

• Large stormwater pond chain designed in partnership by landscape architects and engineers

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Stormwater processing
• Walking and observation

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Example of stormwater ponds designed for function, aesthetic and experience
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TIANJIN QIAOYUAN WETLAND PARK, TIANJIN CITY, CHINA

• 22 hectare former garbage dump and stormwater area

GOVERNANCE/PROGRAMMING
• Stormwater processing
• Walking and observation

PRECEDENT VALUE FOR DDO
• Many areas of park very highly designed and not applicable
• Some areas show impact of being able to experience stormwater and ecological wetlands
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APPENDIX D - COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

1.1 Purpose

 � The purpose of the Community Engagement process is:

 � To provide a range of opportunities for diverse members of the Richmond Hill public to provide input 
into the development of the DDO Lands.

 � To attract the interest and involvement of potential programming partners for the DDO Lands.

1.2 Background

 � On April 7, 2014, Council approved the Terms of Reference and budget for the David Dunlap Observatory 
Master Plan and directed staff to issue a Request for Proposals to hire a consultant team to complete 
the Master Plan. 

 � The overall purpose of the DDO Master Plan is to establish a vision and recommend strategic directions 
to guide the future enhancement, management and programming of the David Dunlap Observatory 
Lands being acquired by the Town.   

 � The DDO Master Plan processes will be guided by an inter-departmental Staff Advisory Committee, 
which will report to the PPTF/COW.

 � One of the key goals of the Master Plan is to ensure that the vision and strategic directions set out in the 
Master Plan reflect the input of Richmond Hill residents.

 � The consulting team retained to complete the Master Plan is led by Janet Rosenberg & Studio (JRS).  Part 
of JRS’s mandate is to work closely with Town staff to develop and implement an effective community 
engagement strategy.

 � The Master Plan project is divided into two phases:  Phase 1:  Princples and Options; and Phase 2:  
Master Plan.  In Phase 1, the consulting team has developed this Principles and Options Report, which 
reflects community consultation completed in this phase.  In Phase 2, the consulting team is responsible 
for delivering the completed Master Plan, which will reflect community consultation completed in both 
Phase 1 and Phase 2.  The proposed deadline for completion of the DDO Master Plan is summer 2015.

1.3 Process

 � The Community Engagement process is summarized in Figure D-1.  It is divided into four parts - two 
parts in each Phase of the Master Plan process.   

 � During Phase 1 of the Master Plan process, the focus of the Community Engagement process was the in-
troduction of the Master Plan process to the community and the receiving of ideas.  Main components, 
as shown in Figure D-1, were the community Visioning Session, a series of workshops and interviews 
with key groups and stakeholders, and a Visioning Survey.   

 � During the Phase 2 of the Master Plan process, the focus of the Community Engagement process will 
be prioritizing the options and ideas identified in order to develop a draft Master Plan, and providing 
comments on the draft Master Plan in order to develop the final Master Plan for approval.  Main compo-
nents, as shown in Figure D-1, will be an community Options workshop, key stakeholder consultation, an 

Options Survey, a draft Master Plan Open House and an online comment period.

1.4 Communications Plan

 � The Community Engagement process is supported by a detailed Communications Plan, the purpose of 
which is to raise awareness of the David Dunlap Observatory Lands Master Plan project, promote mean-
ingful participation in the Master Plan process, and to keep the public and key stakeholders aware of the 
progress of the project.  

 � The main components of the Communications Plan are a webpage dedicated to the Master Plan, a 
wordmark to help identify and promote materials related to the Master Plan, posters and billboards at 
strategic locations, social media updates and e-blasts promoting Community Engagement events and 
surveys, communications through local Councillors, and media releases.

1.5 Phase 1 Community Engagement -  List of Events

 � Figure D-2 summarizes all of the events that comprised Phase 1 of the Community Engagement Process.  
Including all visioning sessions, workshops, survey responses, stakeholder interviews and individual 
communications, over 475 persons provided ideas during Phase 1 of the Community Engagement pro-
cess.  These ideas are summarized below.

Engagement Phase 1A
Visioning / Launch

June 2014

Engagement Phase 1B 
Workshops/Survey

Sept-Nov 2014

Engagement Phase 2A 
Workshops/Survey

Mar-Apr 2015

Engagement Phase 2B
Open House

May-June 2015

Components:
  Cultural Council Workshop

Seniors Centre Workshop
Youth Comm. Workshop
Public Library Workshop
Stakeholder Interviews
Staff Roundtable
Visioning Survey

Supporting Tool Kit:
  Facilitated Discussion
  Online Survey
  Communications Updates

Components:
Options  Workshop
Stakeholder Consultation
Options & Strategies 
Survey

Supporting Tool Kit:
  Facilitated Discussion

Comment Panels
  Online Survey

Communications Updates

Components:
Draft Master Plan Open 
House
Online Comment Period

Supporting Tool Kit:
  Comment Panels

Online Comment Page
  Communications Updates

Component:
  Visioning Session

Supporting Tool Kit:
Webpage Launch
DDO Wordmark

  Dotmocracy Panels

RECEIVING
IDEAS

INTRODUCING
IDEAS

PHASE 1 - PRINCIPLES & OPTIONS PHASE 1 - MASTER PLAN

PRIORITIZING IDEAS EXPRESSING
IDEAS

Figure D-1 - Community Engagement Process
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1.6 

1.7 Community Engagement - Key Points

 � A summary of the key points raised through the Community Engagment process are set out below:

 � The natural elements of the DDO Lands should be preserved and enhanced so they may be experi-
enced responsibly by users.  This does not preclude other uses on the site, but the DDO Lands should 
be planned to limit the extent and impact of these uses on the site’s natural features.

 � It is the Observatory, above all else, that makes the DDO Lands a special site.  The design, restora-
tion, programming and operation of the site must reflect the central importance of the Observatory.

 � The various heritage and natural assets of the DDO Lands, particularly the Observatory, have enor-
mous educational value and should be used to provide teaching and outreach to learners of all ages.

 � Certain key facilities should be incorporated into the DDO Lands: 

 � A system of multi-use trails that allows users of all abilities to walk, run, cycle and ski through the 
site and to connect to roads, trails and green spaces beyond the site

 � A pedestrian and bicycle bridge over the VIA rail line at Observatory Lane to connect the DDO Lands 
directly to Yonge Street

 � An significant entrance at 16th Avenue for access and to provide a presence for the DDO Lands on a 
major thoroughfare

 � Additional parking, which should be located within the Panhandle portion of the DDO Lands

 � A small outdoor amphitheater to provide a venue for cultural events and events related to the Ob-
servatory

 � Picnic areas for groups of various sizes

 � One or more non-traditional playgrounds, based on science, astronomy or nature

 � Sports facilities should only be included if required to meet a clear demand, and then only in the 
Panhandle portion of the DDO Lands.

 � The design, programming and marketing of the DDO Lands should be organized around a theme - 
astronomy, history and nature were the most frequently cited.

1.8 Summary of Community Input

1.8.1 Visioning Session

 � The Visioning Session was conducted on June 24, 2014 at  from 7:00pm to 9:00pm in the Richmond Hill 
Room in the Elgin Barrow Arena.   

 � In support of the event, the following communications were undertaken:  

 � The Liberal Bulletin Board Advertisement (Thurs. June 12 & 19)

 � Councillor Chan’s Newsletter

 � Headline banner on the Town website homepage and notice in the “News” section

 � June 16 mail-out to ~500 residential properties within 400 metres of site

 � Email Blast and phone calls to DDO Notification List (~300 individuals & organizations)

 � Posting on OnRichmondHill.com

 � Circulation to DDO Defenders contacts by K.Cilevitz

 � The purpose of the meeting was to introduce interested residents to the Master Plan process and 
to solicit initial ideas based on pre-drafted questions.   

 � Tracey Steele, Manager of Park & Natural Heritage Planning, made a brief presentation outlin-
ing the Master Plan process and the Visioning Session objectives.  Participants were divided into 
groups.   A facilitator and a recorder were assigned to each group.  The facilitator asked for feed-
back based on five questions.  The questions and a summary of feedback follow.

Question 1:  How do you want to use David Dunlap Observatory (DDO) lands? 

 � In general, active sports facilities were not welcomed.  Participants generally wanted to preserve the 
natural and cultural features of DDO lands and advocated passive recreational and educational uses.  
Ideas included:

 � Preservation of the natural heritage, heritage buildings and telescope

 � Reforestation of native species

 � Conversion of heritage buildings to museum, indoor classroom, or interpretive center for histori-

Figure D-2 Summary of Community Engagement Events

Event Participants (Number) Date
Visioning Session Town Residents (50) June 24, 2014
Visioning Survey Town Residents (319) August 28 - October 

31, 2014
Key Stakeholder Interviews DDO Defenders (4) August 27, 2014

Royal Astronomical Society of Canada (1) August 27, 2014
Richmond Hill Naturalists (2) September 17, 2014
Corsica Developments (1) September 17, 2014
York Region District School Board (2) September 17, 2014
Richmond Hill Montessori (1) September  9, 2014
Evergreen (2) November 4, 2014

Cultural Leadership Council 
Workshop

Council Members (22) September 16, 2014

McConaghy Seniors Centre 
Consultation

Seniors Visiting the Centre (21) October 16, 2014

Richmond Hill Public Library 
Consultation

Town Residents (24) October 19, 2014

Richmond Hill Staff Workshop Town of Richmond Hill Staff (26) October 30, 2014
Youth Advisory Committee 

Workshop
Council Members (15) November 5, 2014
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cal, astronomical and scientific teaching opportunities

 � Interactive signage that would allow people to utilize current technology to learn, such as QR 
codes or apps

 � Botanical garden, herb garden or arboretum for study of plants

 � A well-connected trail system that includes potentials for walking, biking, and hiking

 � “Day-lighting” previous farm usage for food production 

 � Ensuring four-season uses 

 � Hosting different festivals, such as Earth Day

 � An event and photography space for weddings and similar events

 � Children’s playgrounds with a theme - science or nature

Question 2:  Should any facilities be constructed within the Master Plan area? 

 � Participants were largely against construction of major structures anywhere within the Master Plan 
area, with the exception of the Panhandle Lands.  Suggestions for facilities included the following:

 � Using existing buildings as a visit center, museum or café/restaurant

 � Shade structures or shelters for daily and special events like weddings, picnics and music festivals

 � Adequate washrooms, garbage containers, benches, picnic tables and parking facilities to encour-
age different ways using the site

 � Providing more physical linkages including potential Go train station, bus stations, and pedestrian 
pathways across CN line and connecting to the 16th Avenue Public School

 � Well-designed signs at entrances, along trails, and near natural heritage and historical buildings to 
guide tourists

 � Extensive picnic areas for groups of various sizes

 � Skating or skiing facilities for all season use

 � Overnight camping areas

 � Using environmentally-friendly methods of construction, including low impact materials for path-
ways/trails, elevated boardwalk around wetland areas, and permeable surfaces for parking

 � Water features and stormwater ponds

Question 3: What should the Town do to encourage use of the Master Plan area?

 � Participants identified physical accessibility, strategic partnerships and promotion of the DDO Lands 
as a destination as two key elements in ensuring use.  Specific ideas included:

 � Signage program for tree identification and heritage information

 � Marketing the DDO Lands by adopting a DDO logo and promoting the site through social media

 � Protecting the integrity of green spaces by ensuring adherence to Corsica’s subdivision plan

 � Creating numerous and visible access points into the site

 � Establishing strategic partnerships with not-for-profit associations, universities, colleges, school 

boards and other organizations, such as Royal Astronomy Society  of Canada and the Richmond 
Hill Horticultural Club to promote educational programs and special events

Question 4:  What changes should be made to the existing David Dunlap Observatory Park/panhandle?

 � Participants identified a number of ideas for the Panhandle Lands:

 � Creating principal entrance/gateway to lands

 � Maintaining the existing solar system theme

 � Providing more parking; underground parking

 � Interpretive signs and maps that depict site history and features

 � Connecting with the under-utilized 16th Avenue Public School lands to provide an area for active 
programming

 � Building a visitors’ centre or a community centre

Question 5:  Should design themes for the site be identified and how should they be expressed?

 � Participants strongly favoured the development of a theme for the site.  Themes and ideas to express 
themes included:

 � Space and science

 � Agricultural history

 � Local history

 � Natural history

 � Ecology and environmentalism

 � Themed entrances could reflect heritage features - astronomy, agriculture, forestry

 � Education programs could reinforce themes

1.8.2 Visioning Survey

 � The Visioning Survey was conducted online on the Town’s website from August 28, 2014 to October 31, 
2014.   In addition, hard copies of the survey were available at the McConaghy Seniors Centre workshop 
and the Richmond Hill Public Library workshop (see Sections 1.6.5 and 1.6.6). 

 � The purpose of the Visioning Survey was to solicit input from Town residents on principles, themes, pro-
gramming, precedent sites and marketing/promotion strategies relating to the DDO  Lands that should 
be included in the Master Plan, as well as to give residents the opportunity to provide specific ideas on 
how the DDO Lands should be designed and used.

 �  To discourage multiple submissions by the same individual, only one survey per IP address was permit-
ted.

 � A total of 319 peoples completed the survey.   Many respondents completed all questions and the 
number of skipped questions was generally low.  Respondents were frequent users of parks and public 
spaces, with 31% of respondents reporting use of parks more than three times per week and another 
41% reporting use between one and three times per week.
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 � The results of the survey are summarized below.

1 of 48

David Dunlap Observatory Master Plan - The Sky’s
the Limit!

1. What principles should guide the DDO Lands Master Plan? RANK the following from 1 to 
6, with 1 being most important and 6 being least important:

 1 2 3 4 5 6
Rating

Average
Rating
Count

Preserve the ecology of the DDO 
Lands

60.3%
(187)

11.6%
(36)

9.4%
(29)

3.9%
(12)

4.8%
(15)

10.0%
(31)

2.11 310

Learning and education
41.2%
(126)

16.0%
(49)

14.7%
(45)

13.4%
(41)

9.2%
(28)

5.6%
(17)

2.50 306

Celebrate the heritage elements of 
the DDO Lands: the David Dunlap 

Observatory, the Elms Lea 
farmstead and the distinctive tree 

plantations

40.5%
(124)

19.0%
(58)

17.0%
(52)

8.8%
(27)

8.2%
(25)

6.5%
(20)

2.45 306

Create attractions that will make 
the DDO Lands a destination park 

for Richmond Hill and beyond

32.3%
(100)

14.8%
(46)

11.6%
(36)

11.6%
(36)

11.6%
(36)

18.1%
(56)

3.10 310

Provide designated space for 
activities and facilities, such as 

organized sports, events and 
playgrounds

28.5%
(89)

11.9%
(37)

11.9%
(37)

10.3%
(32)

10.6%
(33)

26.9%
(84)

3.43 312

Provide open space for activities 
such as, walking, running, and 

picnicking

34.0%
(105)

21.7%
(67)

14.6%
(45)

13.3%
(41)

7.8%
(24)

8.7%
(27)

2.65 309

 answered question 315

 skipped question 1

2 of 48

2. Determining how the DDO Lands should be used will involve a trade-off between 
preserving the existing ecology of the site and creating new uses and activities for people. 
Choose the statement you think BEST describes how this trade-off should be made:

 
Response

Percent
Response

Count

The existing ecology of the DDO 
Lands must be preserved at all 

costs.The Master Plan should 
include only uses and activities 

that do not affect this existing 
ecology.

40.0% 124

The Master Plan must achieve a 
balance between ecological 

preservation and use.
28.1% 87

Balance must allow for people to 
enjoy the important heritage 

buildings and landscapes on the 
site.

17.7% 55

The DDO Lands are for people. The 
Master Plan should allow for the 

many uses and activities of a 
major urban park.

14.2% 44

 answered question 310

 skipped question 6
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3. Have you visited the David Dunlap Observatory? Please select the facilities you visited or 
programs you attended. Check all that apply:

 
Response

Percent
Response

Count

Elvis Stojko Arena 41.8% 130

David Dunlap Observatory Park 68.2% 212

DDO Star Talk night series 38.6% 120

Family Night 26.0% 81

I have not visited the DDO site 18.3% 57

Other (please specify)
 

23

 answered question 311

 skipped question 5

 � Other activities that participants had undertaken on the DDO Lands included:

 � Astronomy-related activities other than DDO Star Talk, such as observing with a personal telescope, 
watching a meteor shower or other astronomical event, and attending other RASC events (10 partici-
pants)

 � Walking or hiking on the site (7 participants)

 � Nature walks conducted by the Richmond Hill Naturalists

 � Cub scout hike

4 of 48

4. Choose the images that represent what should be used at the DDO site. (Note: The 
photos may not be visible if your computer believes they are insecure content. Please view 
the photos on RichmondHill.ca/DDO in the ‘Get Involved’ section, or simply skip this 
question.)

 
Response

Percent
Response

Count

A 47.8% 142

D 17.5% 52

G 13.5% 40

J 63.3% 188

B 61.3% 182

E 60.9% 181

H 18.2% 54

K 34.0% 101

C 75.8% 225

F 18.5% 55

I 21.5% 64

L 18.9% 56

 answered question 297

 skipped question 19
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5. Have you visited parks or similar facilities in the GTA or elsewhere that would be a good model 
for the DDO public space? RANK those listed below from 1-8, with 1 being the best. (Skip any you 
have not visited).

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Rating

Average
Rating
Count

Rouge Park
31.1%
(37)

15.1%
(18)

21.0%
(25)

5.9%
(7)

11.8%
(14)

7.6%
(9)

4.2%
(5)

3.4%
(4)

3.08

Toronto Islands Park
18.1%
(36)

16.6%
(33)

12.1%
(24)

13.6%
(27)

10.1%
(20)

11.6%
(23)

9.0%
(18)

9.0%
(18)

3.97

High Park
30.2%
(62)

19.0%
(39)

13.7%
(28)

12.7%
(26)

10.7%
(22)

4.4%
(9)

6.8%
(14)

2.4%
(5)

3.07

Richmond Green
18.2%
(36)

15.7%
(31)

11.1%
(22)

15.7%
(31)

11.6%
(23)

9.6%
(19)

6.1%
(12)

12.1%
(24)

4.01

Evergreen Brickworks
18.6%
(21)

23.0%
(26)

9.7%
(11)

15.9%
(18)

12.4%
(14)

7.1%
(8)

7.1%
(8)

6.2%
(7)

3.61

Kortright Centre for Conservation
40.4%
(69)

24.0%
(41)

10.5%
(18)

9.9%
(17)

5.3%
(9)

5.8%
(10)

2.9%
(5)

1.2%
(2)

2.51

Royal Botanical Gardens
27.9%
(39)

17.9%
(25)

15.0%
(21)

12.9%
(18)

11.4%
(16)

9.3%
(13)

5.0%
(7)

0.7%
(1)

3.14

Not Applicable
58.8%
(10)

5.9%
(1)

5.9%
(1)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

5.9%
(1)

23.5%
(4)

3.18

Other
45.0%

(9)
25.0%

(5)
0.0%
(0)

5.0%
(1)

5.0%
(1)

5.0%
(1)

10.0%
(2)

5.0%
(1)

2.80

Other (please specify)
 

 answered question

 skipped question

 � Other parks and facilities listed as good models for the DDO Lands included Edwards Gardens in Toronto 
(4 respondents), Boyd Conservation Area in Vaughan (2 respondents), Phyllis Rawlinson Park in Rich-
mond Hill (2 respondents), Stardome Observatory in Aukland, New Zealand, Beijing Planetarium, Downs-
view Park in Toronto, Durham Regional Forest in Uxbridge, Central Park in New York, Earl Bales Park in 
Toronto, Crosby Park in Unionville, Parc Montsouri in Paris, Arnold Arboretum at Harvard University, and 
Sunnybrook Park in Toronto.
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6. The DDO site has significant natural, cultural and heritage assets that could support 
education in areas such as astronomy, forestry, ecology and gardening/agriculture. How 
should the DDO site be used for educational purposes? Choose ALL that APPLY:

 
Response

Percent
Response

Count

Self-guided tours along interpretive 
routes

64.7% 196

Educational guided tours for 
tourists

42.2% 128

Educational programs run by the 
Town of Richmond Hill or public, 

private or non-profit partner 
agencies

60.7% 184

Educational centre for regional 
elementary and high schools

66.3% 201

Research and education centre for 
regional universities and colleges

61.7% 187

The DDO site should not be used 
for educational purposes

6.3% 19

 answered question 303

 skipped question 13

7 of 48

7. What would attract you to come to the DDO public space? Choose ALL that APPLY:

 
Response

Percent
Response

Count

Ecological preserve with year-
round trails

77.1% 239

Park with picnic areas 34.2% 106

Astronomy centre with activities 
relating to the telescope and other 

scientific topics
73.9% 229

Farm heritage centre with 
community gardens and orchards

31.3% 97

Tree plantation and arboretum, with 
tree specimens and programs on 

tree planting and ecology
51.0% 158

Art park, with indoor and outdoor 
galleries

22.6% 70

Sports fields 24.8% 77

Fitness trail with walking, running 
and biking trails and outdoor fitness 

stations
51.0% 158

Environmental centre with native 
plant nursery and programs on 

“green” urban living
44.5% 138

Farmer’s/antique market 17.4% 54

Special event centre where groups 
could rent space for weddings and 

other events
18.1% 56

Children’s playground 17.4% 54

 answered question 310

 skipped question 6
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 � Participants identified a number of other initiatives that would encourage them to use the DDO Lands 
including:

 � Preserve or expand astronomical and scientific programs and facilities (10 participants)

 � Preserve as a natural area (9 participants)

 � Build a tennis complex (8 participants)

 � Provide programs for local schools (2 participants)

8 of 48

8. What should Richmond Hill do to encourage use of the DDO site? RANK the following from 1-
being the most important. (Skip any you think do not apply):

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Rating

Average

Provide sufficient on-site parking
27.5%
(70)

12.9%
(33)

12.9%
(33)

13.3%
(34)

8.6%
(22)

4.7%
(12)

4.7%
(12)

4.3%
(11)

11.0%
(28)

3.83

Ensure convenient transit 
connections

32.8%
(79)

19.5%
(47)

12.4%
(30)

10.0%
(24)

10.0%
(24)

2.1%
(5)

2.9%
(7)

4.6%
(11)

5.8%
(14)

3.20

Create partnerships with 
community organizations

33.6%
(79)

15.7%
(37)

14.5%
(34)

12.8%
(30)

6.8%
(16)

2.6%
(6)

5.1%
(12)

2.6%
(6)

6.4%
(15)

3.23

Create partnerships with scientific 
and educational institutions

50.6%
(129)

18.0%
(46)

12.5%
(32)

3.5%
(9)

3.5%
(9)

2.0%
(5)

2.4%
(6)

3.5%
(9)

3.9%
(10)

2.48

Branding/marketing/advertising of 
the DDO Lands

16.9%
(36)

9.9%
(21)

10.3%
(22)

10.3%
(22)

13.1%
(28)

6.1%
(13)

8.5%
(18)

10.3%
(22)

14.6%
(31)

4.84

Design prominent entrances
14.5%
(30)

12.1%
(25)

8.7%
(18)

13.0%
(27)

13.5%
(28)

8.7%
(18)

10.1%
(21)

8.2%
(17)

11.1%
(23)

4.73

Provide for diverse activities
21.3%
(46)

15.3%
(33)

9.7%
(21)

7.9%
(17)

12.5%
(27)

7.4%
(16)

6.9%
(15)

6.0%
(13)

13.0%
(28)

4.33

Ensure use of heritage buildings
35.9%
(84)

16.7%
(39)

15.8%
(37)

6.4%
(15)

6.4%
(15)

5.1%
(12)

6.4%
(15)

3.0%
(7)

4.3%
(10)

3.12

Other
49.0%
(24)

2.0%
(1)

8.2%
(4)

8.2%
(4)

8.2%
(4)

0.0%
(0)

8.2%
(4)

2.0%
(1)

14.3%
(7)

3.53

Please specify
 

 answered question

 skipped question

 � This question provided respondents with the opportunity to provide their priorities for the DDO Lands.   
Respondents identified many different uses that were important to them.  However, the following key 
themes emerged:

 � The most frequently-identified use for the DDO Lands was the preservation and use of the Observa-
tory facilities (87 respondents).  Of these:

 � 72 respondents identified use of the Observatory facilities for public education and outreach or 
research related to astronomy 

 � 15 respondents identified preservation of the Observatory facilities or astronomy generally as impor-
tant to them

 � Many respondents cited preservation of the natural environment as a priority (83 respondents).  
However, respondents had different ideas regarding what uses were compatible with ecological  
preservation:

 � 31 respondents identified use of the observatory and other heritage buildings along with ecologi-
cal preservation

 � 30 respondents identified ecological or natural preservation, or limits on development, as impor-
tant without mentioning any other uses

 � 13 respondents identified trails, walking or similar passive along with ecological preservation

 � 9 respondents identified educational uses centred on nature along with ecological preservation

 � Many respondents identified sports and recreation as a priority for the DDO Lands.  However, there 
were differences in what type of sport or recreation uses should be accommodated:

 � 53 respondents identified walking, hiking, cycling, outdoor fitness or cross-country skiing trails as 
a recreational use that should be accommodated on the DDO Lands

 � 36 respondents identified indoor and outdoor sports facilities as important for the DDO Lands.  
However, 30 of these 36 respondents identified tennis facilities as important, and 28 of these 30 
responses were received within an 11-day period from September 28th to October 8th, strongly 
suggesting a coordinated response by a group of tennis players, rather than an accurate indica-
tion of community views.

9 of 48

9. What potential use of the DDO site is most important to you?

 
Response

Count

 224

 answered question 224

 skipped question 92

10. How often do you use parks or other public outdoor facilities during good weather?

 
Response

Percent
Response

Count

More than three times a week 30.9% 94

Between one and three times a 
week

40.8% 124

Between one and three times a 
month

21.7% 66

Less than once a month 6.6% 20

Other
 

6

 answered question 304

 skipped question 12

11. Please provide your postal code:

 
Response

Count

 301

 answered question 301

 skipped question 15
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1.8.3 Key Stakeholder Interviews

1.8.3.1 DDO Defenders

 � On August 27, 2014, an interview was conducted by representatives of the Town and the Consultant at 
the Town’s offices with the following members of the DDO Defenders:  Karen Cilevitz, Chair, Ian Shelten, 
Vice-Chair, Steve Quan, Board Member, Gloria Boxen, Secretary, and Willhem Bleek, Executive Board 
Advisor.  

1.8.3.2 Royal Astronomical Society of Canada - Toronto Centre

 � On August 27, 2014, an interview was conducted by representatives of the Town and the Consultant 
at the Town’s offices with Karen Mortfield, the Public Affairs Director of the Toronto Centre chapter of 
RASC.

1.8.3.3 Richmond Hill Naturalists

 � On September 17, 2014, an interview was conducted by representatives of the Town and the Consultant 
at the Town’s offices with two representatives of the Richmond Hill Naturalists.

1.8.3.4 Corsica Developments

 � On September 17, 2014, representatives of the Town and the Consultant met with Michael Pozzebon  of 
Metrus Developments/Corsica on the DDO Lands.    

1.8.3.5 York Region District School Board

 � On September 17, 2014, representatives of the Town and the Consultant conducted a telephone inter-
view with Nathalie Rudner, Curriculum Consultant with the YRDSB.  

 � The following is a summary of the key statements made by Ms. Rudner in the interview:

 � Gifted programs at YRDSB school represent a definite opportunity to use the DDO Lands for educa-
tion purposes.  These programs provide enrichment that could include visits by students to the DDO.

 � YRDSB currently has five dedicated outdoor education sites based on partnerships with organizations 
that own the sites.  These organizations provide the site only - YRDSB staff are on site and run the 
programs.  The DDO Lands could become an additional site.

 � Field trips are determined by the principal of individual schools in consultation with teachers.   The 
DDO Lands could be promoted to teachers through Teacher Information Sessions, Teacher Apprecia-
tion Days or other initiatives by the DDO in which teachers visit the site or obtain information about 
it on their professional development days or otherwise.   Official distribution of materials promoting 
a site is subject to protocols and is more difficult.

 � Specialist High Skilled Major (SHSM) programs represent another opportunity to utilize the DDO 
Lands for education.  SHSM programs are run at almost every high school in the YRDSB and are 
“reach ahead” programs designed to provide students with enriched education and experience in a 
specific economic sector, including sectors like landscape and horticulture, arts and culture, tourism, 
etc.  These programs include field trips.

 � On September 17, 2014, a representative of the Town conducted a telephone interview with Mark 

Marchand, Associate Manager, Administrative Services with the YRDSB.  

 � The following is a summary of the key statements made by Mr. Marchand in the interview:

 � The YRDSB would be open to reconfiguring the entrance to 16th Avenue Public School in conjunction 
with the establishment of a new entrance to the DDO Lands if there were a benefit to the school.

 � A decision regarding whether and how to incorporate land at north of the 16th Avenue Public School 
would require involvement of principal and parents.  The Town would first need to develop a clear 
proposal around programming, planning and finance for consideration by the Board, the school and 
the parents.

1.8.3.6 Richmond Hill Montessori School

 � On September 9, 2014, a representative of the Town conducted a telephone interview with Donna Bor-
ham, Head of the Elementary School (Grades 1 to 6) at TMI Montessori Insitute which is located at 8569 
Bayview Avenue, about  2km from the DDO Lands.  

 � The following is a summary of the key statements made by Ms. Borham in the interview:

 � A good field trip location has the following characteristics:

 � Facilitators with experience conducting field trips for students of the ages attending, or the mate-
rial can be inappropriate or boring

 � More than one attraction/theme activity at the same site so that kids can be divided into 2-3 
groups and rotate through the activities over a 2-3 hour time period 

 � A plan to accommodate and do something with the kids in the event of rain/poor weather

 � It would be very interesting if the DDO Lands incorporated a field trip encompassing a “Story of 
Creation” theme that included astronomy and the Big Bang, etc., and links that to human survival/
fundamental needs (i.e., agriculture/farming) and environmental preservation.

 � Montessori schools establish their own field trips and curriculum, but there is a group called CCMA 
(Canadian Council of Montessori Administrators),  Canada-wide organization that could assist the 
Town or the DDO in contacting administrators of Montessori schools in the GTA.

1.8.3.7 York Region Transporation and Community Planning

 � On September 21, 2014, a representative of the Town conducted a telephone interview with Trevor 
Catherwood, Program Manager, Development Approvals, York Region Transportation and Community 
Planning Department.

 � The following is a summary of the key statements made by Mr. Catherwood in the interview:

 � The Region would prefer to review and comment on a proposed draft plan.  York Region’s streetscape 
designer should be contacted.

 � Relocation of stoplights is discouraged and requires a very clear, traffic-related justification.
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1.8.4 Cultural Leadership Council Workshop

 � The Cultural Leadership Council Workshop was held on September 16, 2014 from 7:00pm to 9:00pm at 
the Richmond Hill Centre for the Performing Arts.

 � Tracey Steele, Manager of Park & Natural Heritage Planning, made a brief presentation outlining the 
Master Plan process and the Workshop objectives.  Participants were divided into groups.   A facilitator 
and a recorder were assigned to each group.  The facilitator asked for feedback based on five questions.  
The questions and a summary of feedback follow.

Question 1 - How should the DDO lands be used to advance the goals of the Cultural Plan? 

 � Participants had many suggestions for the DDO Lands.  The most pertinent suggestions relating to the 
Cultural Plan were:

 � Highlight the site as a cultural asset by establishing cultural programming and facilities, including:

 � Public art - sculpture park or gallery space

 � Performance or event space - indoor “black box” with flexible seating for between 200-400 
people and outdoor amphitheatre for concerts and other events

 � An arts hub or cultural centre designed to provide studio space for artists, musicians and dancers

 � Horticultural space with beautiful gardens and landscaping

 � Create a theme around astronomy that can be the marketing focus for cultural events.

 � Create a park or other facility that attracts people from outside Richmond Hill and then cross-pro-
mote cultural activities in Richmond Hill - e.g., a science centre or planetarium.

Question 2 - Should any facilities be constructed or repurposed with the Master Plan area to support 
cultural initiatives?

 � Participants had many suggestions for facilities within the DDO Lands.  The most pertinent suggestions 
relating to the Cultural Plan were:

 � Indoor performance or event space - indoor “black box” with flexible seating for between 200-400 
people.

 � Outdoor amphitheatre similar to High Park for outdoor education, astronomy presentations and 
theatre performances.  Should have project capability for movies or to enhance other events.

 � Museum for historical themes - astronomy, agriculture, Richmond Hill.

 � Science centre or planetarium with programming and facilities focused on outreach and education.

 � Gardens, green houses, arboretum, water feature and landscaping.   Consider designing around an 
astronomy or heritage theme.   Consider interpretative information relating to trees and gardens.

 � Well-designed entrances and circulation, including walking trails., boardwalks and a bridge over the 
railway at Observatory Lane.

Question 3 - Would the DDO Lands be an appropriate site for cultural activities/events/programs?  
Which ones?

 � Participants suggested the following activities, events and programs:

 � A youth-oriented multiple-function facility 

 � Private events like weddings and parties to generate income

 � Astronomy-themed children’s programs, events and facilities - could include “space camp”, overnight 
camps, field trip programs, etc.

 � Host a signature annual event for Richmond Hill

 � An indoor or outdoor theatre for movies and astronomy-related presentations

Question 4 - Should design themes for the site be identified and how should they be expressed?

 � Participants felt strongly that a theme should be developed for the site and expressed in design, pro-
gramming and marketing.   Suggested themes included space/astronomy, ecology and the environ-
ment, and local history/heritage.

Additional Comments

 � Participants in the workshop offered the following additional comments:

 � Design, programming and promotion of site should acknowledge history but be future-focused - incor-
porate technological developments into design and operation.

 � Include the site in Doors Open, the heritage properties event run by the Ontario Heritage Trust.

 � Create partnerships with educators and not-for-profits to operate and promote the DDO Lands.

1.8.5 McConaghy Seniors Centre Consultation

 � The McConaghy Seniors Centre Consultation was held on October 16, 2014 from 11:00am to 2:00pm at 
the McConaghy Seniors Centre.  A booth was set up in the main lobby of the Centre with boards show-
ing the Master Plan Area.  Representatives of the Town and the Consultant interviewed visitors to the 
Centre and provided them with hard copies of the Visioning Survey.   A total of 21 visitors to the Centre 
were interviewed or completed surveys.  The responses are summarized below.

 � The most common questions/comments were about the deer, a number of participants mentioned 
how much they enjoy seeing them and indicated their hope that they could be protected/continue 
to live on the DDO Lands.

 � A number of participants wanted to make sure that the buildings would be preserved and would 
continue to be open to the public.

 � A number of participants expressed desire for the green space to be preserved and for any park in 
the area to be focused on protecting the environment/natural components of the lands with trails so 
that people can visit and use the area – i.e., do not change it too much.
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 � A few participants indicated concern about the cost of operating the site and thought it was impor-
tant that the park be financially self-sustaining/not cost tax payers money.

 � A playground was mentioned several times, one participant expressed desire for a “large play-
ground” that provides “adventure” for kids – something different and beyond the typical playground.

 � A few participants thought that the site should be promoted as a school trip site and/or integrated 
with school curriculum, one participant said it should become a site that all school children visit at 
least once during their elementary school years, but remember for the rest of their life (like the Sci-
ence Centre or ROM).

 � At least two participants expressed a desire for picnic areas.

 � Two participants indicated that the DDO would be a good site for a Richmond Hill museum to cel-
ebrate the Town’s history. One of them was Burt Hunt (who is the principal advocate of the museum) 
– he indicated that he would support a museum that had a Richmond Hill past, present and future, 
but with emphasis on history.

 � Two participants talked about how they had recently visited a large natural park in Hamilton (Dundas 
Peak) and mentioned how it is important for any natural park site to have at least a main trail loop 
that is accessible to everyone, perhaps with more challenging secondary trails that more able-bod-
ied can enjoy (they said older people and people with strollers were having difficulty moving around 
the Hamilton site). They also mentioned that it is important to balance ecological preservation with 
use by people.

 � Others ideas included table tennis, landscaped gardens for weddings and photos, accessible wash-
rooms and “something common to different cultures that would draw a diversity of families to the 
site” 

1.8.6 Richmond Hill Public Library Consultation

 � The Richmond Hill Public Library Consultation was held on October 19, 2014 from 12:00pm to 4:00pm at 
the Richmond Hill Public Library.  A booth was set up in the library with boards showing the Master Plan 
Area.  Representatives of the Town and the Consultant interviewed visitors to the library and provided 
the opportunity to complete the Visioning Survey either online or in hard copy.   A total of 24 visitors to 
the Centre participated.   20 were interviewed and 10 completed the survey online or in person.  The 
responses are summarized below.

 � The majority of participants expressed a desire to preserve the integrity of the site - to keep all or a 
large portion of the site “as is”.  At least one participant said they opposed sports fields for the site.

 � Another recurring theme was concern about increasing traffic volumes form the Corsica develop-
ment and the park and how access to the park would work.  Some participants emphasized the need 
for well-designed entrances.

 � Many participants wanted to see the planned DDO Lands reflect the site’s astronomy and education 
heritage.   Several participants suggested using the telescope and related buildings for public out-
reach and children’s education.

 � Many participants expressed a desire for a connected trail system.

 � Many participants expressed concern over the future of the wildlife in the park in light of the 
planned development.

 � Several participants mentioned their desire to see the DDO Lands be financially self-supporting.

 � Some participants suggested an amphitheatre for concerts and other events.

 � Other suggestions included a water park, chess tables and benches.

1.8.7 Town of Richmond Hill Staff Workshop

 � A workshop for Town of Richmond Hill staff was held on October 30, 2014 from 9:00am to 12:00pm at 
the Town’s offices.  Twenty-six Town staff participated.

Part 1 - Guiding Principles

 � Tracey Steele, Manager of Park & Natural Heritage Planning, made a brief presentation outlining the 
Master Plan process and the Workshop objectives.  Participants were divided into groups.   A facilitator 
and a recorder were assigned to each group.  Each group was first asked to articulate the principles that 
should guide the development of the Master Plan.  The principles identified are listed below.

 � Recognize, preserve and enhance the natural heritage of the site

 � Accommodate programming that emphasizes discovery and learning

 � Ensure accessibility for all

 � Do not overdevelop or over-complicate the site - emphasize a few key elements

 � Recognize and respect the heritage elements of the site

 � Construct and operate the site sustainable manner

 � Leverage the unique aspects of the site to create a place with a sense of identity 

 � Provide well-designed accesses and connectivity

 � Balance use and preservation

 � Create a destination that attracts people from beyond Richmond Hill

Part 2 - The DDO Lands and Other Town Planning Initiatives

 � Participant were asked how the DDO Lands and the Master Plan might be utilized to advance the goals 
of other Town planning initiatives.  Responses are summarized below.

 � The Master Plan should consider the goals of the Cultural Plan and create place with vibrancy and 
connectivity.   A signature cultural event should be held annually at the site.  Cultural or education 
events and programming relating to astronomy, art and local history must be considered.

 � The design of the DDO Lands should ensure trail connectivity in accordance with the Trails Master 
Plan.
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 � The DDO Lands should be planned in a manner that supports the Town’s Economic Development 
Strategy by emphasizing science and technology and attracting tourism.

 � The Master Plan should advance the goals of the Town’s environmental strategy:  Greening the Hill: 
Our Community, Our Future by piloting environmental initiatives such as tree planting, ecological 
restoration and environmental education.

 � The DDO Lands should support the Town’s Recreation Plan.  Consideration should be given to ex-
panding Elvis Stojko arena or otherwise building a community centre as a gateway to the DDO Lands.

 � The Master Plan should reflect the goal of the Town’s Parks Plan to create a “Destination Park” on 
the DDO Lands that serves all of Richmond Hill.

 � The Master Plan should reflect the goals of the Town’s Strategic Plan to create unique, vibrant places 
that define the community.

Part 3 - Charette Exercise

 � Greg Warren, a representative of the Consultant, made a brief presentation outlining the results to date 
of the public consultation process.  Participants, in their groups, were asked to produce their own mas-
ter plan sketch reflecting the community’s input and identify the key components of their plans.  The 
plans and the key components are set out below.

 � Group 1 produced the Master Plan sketch shown in Figure D-3.   The key components of their plan are:

 � Use of an astronomy theme throughout the entire site.   The 12 sections of the sky become 12 sepa-
rate areas within the park.

 � Themed entrances/gateways that tell the story behind the park, including a connection over the 
railway line.

 � Built infrastructure - particularly a new or expanded community centre designed with astronomy 
theme in mind

 � A multi-use trail for walking, running, cycling and cross-county skiing throughout the site.

 � Various rest and picnic areas throughout the site and a “multi-picnic” area

 � Parking that balances needs of park and community centre

 � Access for emergency vehicles.

Figure D-3 - Group 1 Master Plan Sketch
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 � Group 2 produced the Master Plan sketch shown in Figure D-4.  The key components of their plan are:

 � An astronomy theme reflected in a ring of play and sculptural features 

 � A series of linear multi-use path across the site connecting the main entrances.  These could have a 
decorative element such as sparking pavers to reflect the space theme.   

 � A bridge over the rail line

 � A series of secondary ecologically friendly trails through wooded areas.

 � Group 3 produced the Master Plan sketch shown in Figure D-5.  The key components of their plan are:

 � Recreation and parking in the Panhandle Lands

 � Forest restoration/outdoor destination and a GO train stop in the southwest corner of the site

 � A multi-use space or museum in Elms Lea farmhouse

 � Phased restoration of existing wooded areas.

 � Additional parking along Donalda Drive

 � Formal gardens and  a picnic area east of the Observatory Complex.

Figure D-5 - Group 3 Master Plan SketchFigure D-4 - Group 2 Master Plan Sketch
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 � Group 4 produced the Master Plan sketch shown in Figure D-6.  The key components of their plan are:

 � Creation of a focal point in the middle of the site just south of the Observatory Complex.  Four main 
access points on each edge of the site, including across the railway bridge

 � An expanded arena/community centre in the Panhandle Lands with underground parking

 � A man-made pond in the southwest corner of the site using groundwater

 � An education centre in Elms Lea farmhouse

 � A greenhouse complex

 � Large picnic areas

 � An art garden and a trail system with public art

1.8.8 Youth Advisory Committee Workshop

 � The Youth Advisory Committee Workshop was held on November 6, 2014 from 4:00pm to 6:00pm at the 
McConaghy Seniors Centre.

 � A total of 15 high school students participated.  A summary of the their input is set out below.

 � The telescope makes the site unique and important, so any plans for the DDO Lands park should be 
focused on the telescope.

 � The Town needs to create an attraction that entertains visitors for a reasonable length of time to 
make the trip worthwhile.  However, whatever attractions are developed should be designed to 
minimize the impact on the natural areas of the site.

 � Seasonal programs are important (year-round use)

 � Children and youth-oriented programming should be developed for the site including:

 � High school field trips for orienteering, geocaching, environmental programs etc.

 � Science centre with emphasis on astronomy, including overnight programs focused on astronomy 
and nature

 � Museum for Richmond Hill history

 � Winter nature games

 � Adventure playgrounds/facilities for children and youth - rope and tire courses, skateparks, tree 
house (Thunder Bay - tree house forest)

 �  Interactive and digital media-based interpretative information

 � Other elements to be included in the park:

 � Bridge across railway

 � Significant entrance on 16th Avenue

 � Multi-use trails

 � Water features/ponds

 � Cafes/restaurants

 � Park should be designed for accessibility for aging population

 � Park should be financially self-sustaining

Figure D-6 - Group 4 Master Plan Sketch




